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Distributed systems are inherently more vulnerable to security threats than

single computer systems due to their openness in architecture, nonexistence of a cen-

tralized management authority, and the need for interactions across a wide range

of autonomous and heterogeneous computers over open and insecure communication

networks. More in-depth study and investigation into different subjects of authen-

tication and authorization are of immediate importance to further applicability of

distributed systems. This research explores various security problems and provides

an innovative solution to each problem.



In the first part of this research, we concentrate on enhancing performance

of authentication and key distribution protocols. A new authentication protocol

based on uncertified session keys is proposed and shown to be minimum in message

complexity. The protocol is refined further to counter session key compromises and

extended to support repeated authentication to reduce the workload of authentication

services. An extension of the protocol is performed to achieve transparent and and

autonomous authentication for inter-domain applications.

The second part of this research addresses modeling of complex access control

policies. Multilevel exceptions are systematically categorized, and their significance

is justified by many desirable commercial security policies. A new model based on

boolean expressions for classifying categories is proposed to enforce these exceptions

and access sequences in a uniform manner.

Enforcement of complex security requirements using capabilities is considered in

the third part of this research. The main strategy is to place tedious and complicated

access control information on traditional capabilities distributed to subjects, and to

equip object servers with only simple and regulated rules to process capabilities. It

has been shown that many security policies which must be enforced by conventional

centralized methods can now be enforced with an efficient distributed mechanism.

In summary, this dissertation is devoted to the investigation of many emerging

security issues in distributed systems. Significant results have been demonstrated that

efficiency and effectiveness of authentication and authorization services and mecha-

nisms can be enhanced by evolutionary and revolutionary methodologies.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1,1 Computer Security

A computer system is a collection of hardware (CPU, memory, disks, I/O equip-

ment, etc.) and data (system software, application programs, files, etc.) that an

organization uses to perform computing tasks. Computer security is a concept of

controlling accesses to data in a computer system for an organization such that only

authorized users, or processes operating on behalf of them, will have rights to create,

read, write, execute, delete, or perform other operations on the data, in accord with

the security policies of the organization. In order to realize this concept, a secure

computer system must provide a number of security services to its users.

1.1.1 Objectives of Computer Security

The principal objectives of computer security can be more specifically charac-

terized as the protection of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data stored

in a computer system, as explained below.

• Protecting data confidentiality: preventing unauthorized viewing of data. Any

data private to a user should not be revealed to other users who have no rights

to read them.



• Protecting data integrity: preventing unauthorized modification of data. Any

data modification which includes change, deletion, or creation of the names,

formats, and contents of data should be performed only by authorized users.

• Protecting data availability: preventing denial of service. Any authorized user

should not be prevented from accessing the data to which the user has a legit-

imate access right.

1.1.2 Computer Security Services

To achieve these computer security objectives, a secure computer system needs

to provide a set of computer security services. With these services, the users can

protect their data and the system can protect its resources appropriately. In general,

all the security services of a computer system fall into the following three categories.

• Authentication: verifying the identity of a user or a process on behalf of the user,

when the user logs in a computer system. In simple words, an authentication

service tries to answer the question "Who are you ?".

• Authorization: controlling all accesses to data, according to some pre-determined

security policies. In simple words, an authorization service tries to answer the

question "What can you access and how ?".

• Auditing: recording occurrences of all security-relevant events in an audit log.

In simple words, an auditing service tries to answer the question "What have

you done ?''.

How these services are implemented is elaborated as follows.
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Authentication

The authentication service is usually the first service that a user will experience

before the user can proceed to perform any other computing tasks. Since all other

security services depend on the success of authentication, an authentication service

must be as reliable and robust as possible. The traditional approach, still the most

common one, to authenticate the identity of a user is the use of a password, which is

a secret character string kept by both a user and the authentication service. Pass-

word security has been researched extensively and many principles of avoiding uses of

weak passwords have been proposed [IS, 36]. Since all user's passwords in a computer

system are usually stored in a single password file, it is apparently crucial that the

secrecy and integrity of the password file be fully protected. Some modern computer

systems use smart cards [1] to authenticate users. A smart card is a device which is

held by a user just like a ATM bank card. Usually it consists of a microprocessor,

limited memory, and pre-implemented cryptographic algorithms. When a user logs

in, the user inserts his card into a smart card reader and types a password, and a

special identification string based on the information both on the smart card and

from the user's input is computed and checked by the system. The main advantages

of smart cards are that the authentication process is more secure than simply using

user passwords (since both a smart card and a password need to be present), and

a user can logs in a computer system from anywhere where there is a smart card

reader (since the cryptographic algorithm and mechanism are provided by the smart

card, rather than stored in the machine). More advanced authentication methods



use biometric authentication devices [68] to recognize a user's personal characteristics

like the voice, retina, or fingerprints of the user. Showing the greatest promise of au-

thentication, biometric devices, however, need advanced speech or image processing

technology, and their high costs are only justified where the benefits they provide are

absolutely required.

Authorization (Access Control)

Each access of a user or a process executing on behalf of the user to some data

needs to be controlled by the authorization service. To describe how data accesses

should be mediated, unambiguous and well-defined security policies or access control

policies must be described, which consists of a set of rules used by the system to

determine whether an access attempt by a user to some specific data should be

granted or denied. A security model or access control modelis a formal representation

(by mathematical notations and formalisms) used to enforce the security policies of a

system. A security model provides a conceptual means to depict how each data access

can be regulated by the authorization service. Note that a security policy is defined

to reflect the security requirements of an organization or its users, and should be

established independent of any security models. A security model describes how each

access decision is determined in order not to violate the security policy. Naturally,

it is desirable to choose a security model that can enforce a wide variety of security

policies. However, ease of implementation and efficiency of operation of a security

model are crucial to the applicability of the model.



A security model only provides an abstract way of enforcing security policies. In

practice, it needs to be realized by many hardware and software features, operating

functions, and management procedures, all working together to perform the activi-

ties of an authorization service. Traditionally, the authorization service is a part of

the system kernel, which means security model and policies cannot be changed after

the security kernel is constructed. Recently, a more flexible separation of policy and

mechanism philosophy is utilized. That is, the authorization service is separated from

the kernel by building a user-space authorization server to accommodate distinct se-

curity models and policies and requiring the underlying kernel mechanisms only to

enforce each decision of the authorization server.

Auditing

The auditing service can be thought as the last defense line for a secure computer

system. In case a security service fails or a security violation occurs, the auditing log

can be reviewed and examined to reveal imperfections of security mechanisms and to

trace the responsible security violators. Such traces often provides the most valuable

information for improving security services of a computer system. The capability of

selecting security related events to be recorded is necessary to minimize the expense

of auditing and to allow efficient analysis. For obvious reasons, the audit data itself

must be protected from unauthorized modification and destruction.



These three security services are indispensable for almost all computer systems.

Design and implementation of these services must be taken into consideration in

parallel with realization of other non-security related services (e.g., file service, print

service) because of the interactions among them. The correctness, effectiveness, and

efficiency of security services are apparently vital to the practicability of a computer

system.

1.2 Security in Distributed Systems

Distributed systems are inherently more vulnerable to security threats than

single computer systems due to their openness in architecture and their needs for

interactions across a wide range of autonomous and heterogeneous systems over open

and insecure communication links [16, 64, 82],

In a distributed system governed by a single administrative authority, data

and resources are distributed among multiple machines and managed by different

servers. A user on one machine may access data and resources on another machine

by using communication primitives and networking protocols provided by the system

to transfer his requests and accept responses from the remote machine. Under these

circumstances, user authentication and data access control become extremely difficult

to coordinate among distributed nodes. When a user tries to access data located at

a remote machine, the remote data server not only may ask "who are you ?" but

also needs to know "where do you come from ?", because not all remote machines

are trusted or allowed to access local data. Furthermore, different servers may use

incompatible access control mechanisms to enforce their security policies for the data



and resource under their control. As a result, a re-interpretation of local security

policies by a remote server and a translation of security mechanisms between two

servers may be necessary [64].

Inter-machine communication by message passing through vulnerable network

links also opens doors for security intruders. Both message confidentiality and in-

tegrity need to be achieved by cryptographic techniques applied to the data trans-

mitted on an insecure network. Since an network intruder could masquerade as a

legal user by intercepting, forging, and replaying messages on a network link, some

mechanisms must be employed to guarantee message origin authentication [81].

In addition, distributed systems are prone to malfunction and containing unreli-

able components. The correctness proofs of system control algorithms and communi-

cation protocols are harder in such an environment because of its many unpredictable

behaviors. Since distributed computing has become the dominant architecture of

modern computer systems, a careful study of the security issues in distributed sys-

tems is of immediate and lasting importance.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SURVEY

2,1 Preamble

The research work in this dissertation falls into three main areas of computer and

communications security: authentication and key distribution, access control models

and policies, and capability systems. In each of these research areas, the problems

found, the methods used, and the results achieved will be discussed in detail in a

separate chapter. A thorough overview of previous research in these fields is given in

this chapter.

2.2 Authentication and Key Distribution

In a distributed computing environment with machines connected by vulnerable

network links, any two principals
1 on different machines need to authenticate each

other first, on their communication initiation, such that a network intruder cannot

impersonate one principal to the other by manipulating the messages transmitted

over the network.

Authentication in a distributed system is usually achieved with a prudent appli-

cation of cryptography and reliance upon a third-party authentication server which

is "trusted" by all the principals in an administrative domain. The authentication

Principal is a terminology used in authentication. A principal is a user or a process running on
behalf of the user.



server shares a unique master key with each principal, and all the authentication

information conveyed between the server and that principal is encrypted with the

master key of that principal. To authenticate its identity to its communicating peer,

a principal needs to demonstrate its ability of recognizing the authentication infor-

mation encrypted with its own master key, but without revealing them (including its

master key) to all other principals.

Furthermore, distributed applications frequently require that the messages trans-

mitted over the network be confidential specifically to a pair of communicating peers

(e.g., the on-line credit card payment of electronic commerce), which implies at least

a session key needs to be distributed first between two communicating principals

before a session of confidential data transmission between them can initiate. This

session key is also used to provide message origin authentication during data commu-

nication following an authentication process. That is, any message encrypted with

the session key after authentication is believed to originate from the peer principal

which holds the session key. Thus, the distribution of a session key is often carried

out concurrently with the authentication process.

2.2.1 Authentication Protocols

An authentication protocol is a communication protocol which achieves mutual

authentication and key distribution between two principals communicating via net-

works. The first authentication protocol for networked computers was proposed by

Needham and Schroeder [62]. After their pioneer work, a number of protocols with

similar assumptions about the environments where the protocols are to be operated
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has been introduced [54]. In general, all the authentication protocols for distributed

systems can be largely divided into two categories, depending upon how the freshness

of key distribution messages is determined. One category of protocols uses nonces (a

nonce is a "number used only once") and challenge/response exchanges to verify if

the response to a key distribution request is fresh or not. Since replay attacks can be

effectively prevented by the use of nonces, most authentication protocols proposed

in the literature are nonce-based [49, 62, 63, 65, 67, 84]. The other category of pro-

tocols uses timestamps to ensure the freshness of messages and need to be based on

the assumption that all machines involved in an authentication are properly clock-

synchronized [55]. The number of messages required by timestamp-based protocols

can be reduced since no round-trip traffic is required to guarantee message freshness

as in the case of nonce-based protocols. However, due to the possible imperfection

of clock synchronization mechanisms, timestamp-based protocols are vulnerable to

both the conventional copy-and-replay attack and the suppress-and-play attack as

discussed by Gong [31].

2.2.2 Repeated Authentication

After the initial authentication is established and a communication session has

been completed between two principals, there may be future needs for more commu-

nication sessions between the same pair of principals. In an environment where it

is reasonable to assume that the session key is not so easy to compromise, authenti-

cation for subsequent sessions can be accomplished by using repeated authentication

to reduce the workload of the authentication server. The basic idea is to deposit
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some credential containing the session key of a principal at its communicating peer

in an initial authentication session, and to convey the credential back to its owner

in a subsequent authentication session, such that the session key earlier used can be

extracted, without the need to contact with the authentication server again. Using

repeated authentication prudently can effectively reduce the key generation workload

of the authentication server and the corresponding communication overhead, without

sacrificing the security of an authentication process. The KSL protocol proposed by

Kehne, Schonwalder, and Langendorfer [49] and the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol

[65] are the two most often cited authentication protocols supporting the feature of

repeated authentication. Although the latter has better performance in terms of mes-

sage complexity than the former, it achieves a weaker set of formalized authentication

goals (see below). These two protocols will be compared further in the next chapter.

2.2.3 Formal Protocol Analysis and Evaluation

Most authentication protocols found in the literature are described only by list-

ing the messages sent between principals and by explaining what results will be

achieved after each step of message transmission, in quite an informal and impre-

cise way. To formalize the definition of a protocol, Burrows, Abadi, and Needham

defined a logic of authentication [13] (hereafter called BAN Logic) to describe the

initial assumptions upon which a protocol is based and the meaning of each message

in a logical and precise way, and to express exactly what final beliefs can be obtained

by communicating principals after the completion of a protocol run. The strength of

BAN Logic was demonstrated by applying the logic to a number of authentication
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protocols and evaluating the nature of the guarantees those protocols offer. In the

milestone paper introducing BAN Logic, the formalized goals of authentication were

explicitly stated, and many protocols which could achieve these goals were appropri-

ately criticized and improved wherever possible.

2.2.4 Design and Implementation of Authentication Services

As part of Project Athena at MIT, Kerberos [77] is one of the most promising

implementations of authentication services. It is based on the original Needham-

Schroeder protocol and uses timestamps suggested by Denning and Sacco [21] to

prevent replays and to reduce messages complexity. While the initial version of Ker-

beros is based upon a secret-key cryptosystem (e.g., DES), a public-key cryptosystem

(e.g., RSA) has been incorporated into a later version. Because of its early appearance

and reliability, Kerberos has now become the most popular authentication service in

industry and has been adopted as the standard security service of the Distributed

Computing Environment.

In spite of its popularity and widespread acceptance, Kerberos has received its

share of criticisms [8], largely addressed to the use of timestamps in the protocol. Re-

cently, an innovative network security service called KryptoKnight [59] was developed

by IBM Zurich Research Laboratory to avoid many problems attributed to Kerberos.

KryptoKnight is designed upon the basis of a family of novel authentication and key

distribution protocols which have been proved to be capable of resisting a number

of interleaving attacks [10], and can be used in a variety of network configurations

and communication paradigms. Since compactness of authentication messages is
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extremely enhanced by using a one-way function instead of bulk encryption as in

Kerberos whenever possible, Kryptoknight can be adapted to communication proto-

cols at any layer (e.g., by using the unused space of a TCP header), without requiring

major protocol augmentation in order to accommodate security-related information.

Furthermore, since the KryptoKnight protocol family is nonce-based, the security

risks from improper clock synchronization in Kerberos do not come into existence.

2.3 Access Control Models and Policies

In general, access control models are divided into mandatory access control

models and discretionary access control models [20, 51, 61]. Both are formulated

to allow or deny particular access modes by subjects to objects 2
. In mandatory

access control, each access to an object can be granted or denied to a subject based

on a comparison of the security attributes associated with the object and the subject.

Thus a mandatory model must contain access control rules which are imposed on all

the users of a system. In discretionary access control, each access to an object can

be granted or denied to any subject at the "discretion" of the owner of the object. In

other words, the existence of mandatory access control in an organization's system

implies that all the objects in the system belong to and are strictly controlled by

the organization, but with discretionary access control, subjects are allowed to own

some private objects. Both kinds of models also differ in how access authorizations

are modified. With a mandatory model, authorization modifications can only be

-Subject and object are terminologies used in access control. A subject is any active entity which
can request access operations, such as a user or a process running on behalf of the user. An object

is any passive data storage, such as a file, a memory segment, etc.
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made by system security administrators through changing the security attributes of

subjects and/or objects. On the other hand, a discretionary model gives a subject

some degree of freedom to pass the whole or part of its access privileges for an object

to another subject.

2.3.1 Multilevel Security

The concept of multilevel security had been employed by military and gov-

ernment agencies for a long time before classified information was computerized.

However, its significance in computer security was not really emphasized by system

designers and vendors until recently. The Trusted Computer Security Evaluation

Criteria (known as "the Orange Book") [61] has clearly defined multilevel security as

a pre-requisite for any computer system to be classified at Bl or above. A multilevel

security model is a lattice-based model, in the sense that each subject and object is

associated with a security class, and the set of all possible security classes constitutes

a lattice. All classes in a lattice are partially ordered by a dominance relation. The

access control rules of a model reflect the model's security goal and are used to ensure

that a subject can only have access, in some mode (read or write), to an object when

the security class of the subject dominates or is dominated by that of the object. A

security class usually includes two independent components, a hierarchical security

level indicating the trustworthiness of a subject or the sensitivity of the information

contained in an object, and a non-hierarchical security category set, which is purposed

for implementing the need-to-know rule (a subject should have access privileges only
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to the objects which it needs to access) and uses set containment as the dominance re-

lation. The most well-known multilevel security models are the Bell-LaPadula model

[7] for data confidentiality and the Biba model [9] for data integrity. While the for-

mer concerns prevention of the unauthorized disclosure of classified and categorized

information, the latter emphasizes prevention of unauthorized modification of them.

The obvious advantages of multilevel security models are easy to comprehend,

simple to implement, and capable of operating with high efficiency because the autho-

rization of an access from a subject to an object is determined simply by comparing

security classes of both entities using straightforward mathematical rules, rather than

by enumerating a (possibly long) access control list [24].

2.3.2 Access Control Matrix

A discretionary access control model basically enumerates all the subjects and

objects in a system and regulates the access to an object based on the identity of

a subject or the groups to which it belongs [61]. The most common discretionary

model is the access control matrix defined by Harrison, Ruzzo, and Ullman [37] with

a row for each subject and a column for each object. Each entry of the access control

matrix, j4[i, j], describes the access rights that subject i has for each object j. Each

object has a owner which is indicated by a "owner" right within the subject. The

permission of transferring access rights for an object from a subject to another is

indicated by the presence of a transfer right in the corresponding subject/object

entry. For performance reasons, an access control matrix is usually implemented by

either a row-based mechanism [capability lists) or a column-based mechanism (access
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control lists), and both have their own pros and cons [24]. To restrict both storage and

computation overhead, many existing operating systems actually adopt a simplified

(and thus less powerful) models of the HRU access control matrix. For example,

UNIX divides all subject accesses into three basic domains, self, group, and others,

and only three types of operations (read, write, execute) to each object (file) are

allowed.

Due to the fact that each access authorization to an object by a subject is

determined only by the identity of the subject, a computing environment with only

discretionary access control may lead to unauthorized information leakage (known

as the confinement problem) and is vulnerable to attacks by a Trojan horse, which

is usually interpreted as pieces of hidden codes intentionally placed in a program to

perform extra functions in addition to the normal goals of the program. A Trojan

horse may cause dissemination of sensitive information (violating data confidentiality)

or propagation of suspect information to "clean" objects (violating data integrity).

On the contrary, a multilevel security model requires each object or information

extracted from it to be labeled with an appropriate security class during storage and

transmission, and thus the confinement property can be enforced.

2.3.3 Commercial Security Policies

Although computer security has been emphasized by military and government

agencies where most information need to be classified, it did not get much attention

from the commercial sector until recent years. Traditional information classification

is achieved with the Bell-LaPadula multilevel security model. However, commercial



applications often have radically different security requirements from multilevel secu-

rity, which hence need to be enforced by other security models and mechanisms. In

the following, some well-known and frequently desired commercial security policies,

that are all hard to be enforced by multilevel security, are listed and described briefly

[42].

• The Clark/Wilson commercial integrity policy: As pointed out by Clark

and Wilson in their well-known paper [15], data in commercial applications is

not necessarily associated with a particular security level as in the military, but

rather with a set of programs permitted to manipulate it. Further, users usually

are not given authority to access data directly, but to execute certain programs

on certain data items. Clark and Wilson pointed out that a commercial security

policy focuses on data integrity instead of confidentiality and consists of two

basic concepts, well-formed transactions and separation of duty. The concept of

well-formed transactions is that a user should not manipulate commercial data

arbitrarily, but only in constrained ways that preserve or ensure the integrity

of data. Separation of duty attempts to ensure the external consistency of data

objects by separating all operations to data into several subparts and requiring

that each subpart be executed by a different user. It has been claimed by Clark

and Wilson and further shown by other researchers [52, 74] that a lattice-based

multilevel security model is not sufficient to enforce this commercial security

policy, unless a concept of partially trusted subject (which is a subject possessing

a range of, rather than a single one, security classes) is implemented.
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• The Chinese Wall security policy: Claimed to be "perhaps as significant

to some parts of the commercial world as Bell and LaPadula's policies are to

the military", the Chinese Wall security policy [12] is a concrete example of

typical security requirements in the financial world. It regulates how a market

analyst working for a financial institution providing corporate business ser-

vice can access corporate information, such that the analyst cannot advise or

give marketing information to corporations which are in competition with each

other. It also has been shown that multilevel security models cannot enforce

this well-known policy without resorting to extra access control mechanisms

[12].

• The data-formatting software problem: As desired by many transaction-

type applications, raw business data are usually not permitted to be read by

users directly, without being converted to a specific format by some formatting

software. Some examples include a spreadsheet program with formatted tables

and figures, and a database user interface with extracted and re-configured

data tables. Multilevel security cannot enforce such a requirement on account

of the transitivity property of a lattice. Because if raw data can be read by a

formatting software which converts it to formatted data, and a user is allowed

to read formatted data, then the user must be able to read raw data.

• Specifying a sequence of accesses: Commercial applications often have

the need that a fixed sequence of accesses to a file be specified among several

different types of users. An example mentioned in [72] is that a check must
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be prepared first by a clerk, and then approved by a supervisor, and finally

bookkeeped and issued by an accountant. Such a sequence of access operations

must be strictly enforced on every check. Again, a multilevel security model

does not provide any tool to specify a sequence of accesses to an object.

All these commercial security policies cannot be nicely enforced by traditional

multilevel security models since they originate from specific security requirements

which are not directly relevant to strict information classification and categorization.

In effect, security policies become more complex in a distributed computing environ-

ment, due to greater dispersal of data and more complicated access characteristics of

users.

2.4 Capability Systems

Capabilities were first proposed by Dennis and Van Horn [22] as a mechanism for

object addressing and access privilege representation, and later used as a fundamental

access control mechanism of many operating systems [50, 53, 76, 83]. A capability

used as a privilege certificate in computer systems is just like a ticket used in the

human world. When a subject makes an access request to an object, a capability

must be presented along with that request, and only the access operation which is

also specified on the capability will be allowed.

2.4.1 User-Space and Identity-Based Capabilities

Traditional capabilities are protected from tampering by storing them in the

system space and managing them only by the (trusted) kernel of an operating system.

Amoeba [80] is the first distributed operating system which uses capabilities in the
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user space.3 In Amoeba, all objects (files, devices, etc.) are managed by user-

space object servers and a capability is presented from a subject to the object server

for accessing an object under its control. Since capabilities are distributed to the

user processes, a cryptographic technique is needed to prevent capability forgery.

This non-system-controlled capability-based framework has now become an attractive

approach to the design of modern distributed operating systems [35]. Capabilities are

no longer under tight control of kernels, and instead are managed by users themselves

and incorporated into the remote procedure call mechanisms for accessing objects.

A major disadvantage of traditional capabilities shown by Boebert [11] is that

a classical capability system is unable to enforce the *-property of the multilevel

security policy, due to the property that "the right to exercise access carries with

it the right to grant the access". Thus it is possible that a capability can be prop-

agated across domains of subjects at different levels without being detected, and

subsequently can cause unauthorized accesses [40]. The ICAP system proposed by

Gong [29, 30] solves this problem by incorporating the identities of subjects into tradi-

tional capabilities, to enable the monitoring, meditating, and recording of capability

propagations.

2.4.2 Capabilities in Distributed Systems

No matter what access control models are used in a computer system, practical

access authorization is usually implemented by using either access control lists or

capability lists, or their variations. Although both access control mechanisms have

In fact, in a distributed system, the kernels of user machines cannot be trusted any more, so
there is no point in putting capabilities in the system space.
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their own advantages and disadvantages, in a distributed system capabilities are more

suitable for implementation than access control lists for a number of reasons. Using

a capability-based system, an object server will only need to validate the capabilities

on each access authorization. A system employing access control lists, on the other

hand, requires higher overhead in searching the entire access control list associated

with the object. An access control list could be very long and difficult to specify in

a large and diverse distributed environment. Capability systems are more scalable

since access verification is independent of the size of the system. Furthermore, for the

purpose of separation of policy and mechanism., modern operating systems usually

adopt a methodology that centralizes all access control policies in an authorization

server and requires that all object servers be restricted to contain only basic mecha-

nisms to enforce these policies. Distributed and local checking of capabilities at an

object server is better adapted to such an environment, because otherwise, either an

object server needs to request the authorization server for each access request (high

communication overhead) or the authorization information needs to be distributed

and possibly even duplicated to each object server (greater difficulty of managing

authorization information). With these benefits, it can be easily understood that

why most modern operating systems use capabilities for access control (to name a

few: Eden[3], Accent[70], Mach[71], and Amoeba[80]). Therefore, management of

capabilities in an efficient and secure way becomes one of the most important topics

of contemporary distributed systems.



CHAPTER 3

EFFICIENT AUTHENTICATION WITH UNCERTIFIED KEYS

3.1 Motivation

The KSL protocol for repeated authentication mentioned earlier requires five

messages for its initial authentication and three messages for each subsequent au-

thentication session. Later, Neuman and Stubblebine presented another nonce-based

protocol which requires only four messages for the initial authentication but still three

messages for each subsequent authentication. However, the Neuman-Stubblebine pro-

tocol offers apparently improved protocol efficiency by sacrificing the security of the

protocol, in that a weaker set of formalized goals [13] is achieved than that achieved

by the KSL protocol. More specifically, the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol lacks the

final belief reached by the KSL protocol: principal A is convinced that its communi-

cating peer, principal B, also trusts the session key to be used between them [65, 79].

This is mainly because of the nature of the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol, in which

A has never received any message encrypted with the session key, either directly or

indirectly via the authentication server, from B. That is, a full nonce handshaking

between two principals to demonstrate mutual trusts on the session key to each other

is not actually performed in the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol.

22
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Syverson [79] detailed the discussion of the discrepancy between these two proto-

cols and demonstrated how the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol could be attacked and

what implementation assumptions need to be made to prevent against those kinds of

attacks. An interesting question inspired by Syverson's discussion is whether there

exists any protocol which can achieve the same formalized goals as the KSL protocol

but is no more expensive, in terms of the number of messages, than the Neuman-

Stubblebine protocol. The objective of this chapter is to provide a positive answer to

this question with a new nonce-based authentication protocol using uncertified keys.

Most existing authentication protocols in distributed systems achieve identifi-

cation and key distributions on the belief that the use of a uncertified key, i.e. a

key whose freshness and authenticity cannot be verified immediately by its receiving

principal while being received, should be avoided in the course of an authentication

process. However, we claim that using a uncertified key prudently can give perfor-

mance advantages and not necessarily reduce the security of authentication protocols,

so long as the validity of the key can be verified at the end of an authentication pro-

cess [41]. The new proposed protocol using uncertified keys can achieve both the

lower message overhead of the Neuman-Stubblebine protocol and the stronger au-

thentication goals of the KSL protocol. In fact, its total number of messages is

shown to be minimal of all authentication protocols with the same formalized goals

of authentication. In the following, the properties which make the protocol optimal

in terms of message complexity are elaborated, and a formal logical analysis of the
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protocol is performed. The proposed protocol is extended further to prevent the ses-

sion key compromise problem and to support repeated authentication in a symmetric

and flexible way, without losing its optimality. Finally, the protocol is generalized to

a version applicable for inter-domain authentication and key distribution.

3.2 The Proposed Nonce-based Protocol

The assumptions of the environment where the protocol is to be operated and

of possible attacks are basically the same as those assumed by most existing authen-

tication protocols. Two principals, A and B, desire to authenticate each other and

to obtain a shared session key for subsequent communication. A trusted authenti-

cation server S shares a master key with each principal and is capable of producing

good session keys and sending them securely on the requests of principals. No clock

synchronization among machines is assumed, so nonce-based challenge/response ex-

changes are used to guarantee the freshness of messages.

The message flow of the protocol is shown in Figure 1 and the contents of each

message is as follows:

Message 1 A-*S: A,B,Na

Message 2 S -* B : {A, B, N„, £„»}*„,, {A, B, Na, Kab },<b ,

Message 3 B -> A : {A,B, Na , #„»}*„, {N.}Km , Nb

Message 4 A -» B : {JV4 }A
-

at

Principal A initiates the authentication by sending S a plaintext message containing



Message 1/ \ Message 2

^~*^
Message 4

Figure 3.1. A nonce-based authentication protocol

the identities of itself and the desired communicating peer B, and a nonce Na (mes-

sage 1). After S receives this message, it generates a session key Kab and appends

it to the identities of both parties and nonce jV„ to form two credentials, one for A

and the other for B. Both credentials have exactly the same contents, but one is

encrypted with A's master key A"„„ and the other is encrypted with B's master key

Kbs . S sends both credentials to B (message 2), who then decrypts the second one

and finds out that A wants to authenticate with B mutually, that Na is the nonce

issued by A, and that Kab is generated by 5 to be used as a session key for future

communication between A and B. B then forwards the first credential from S to

A, and also sends an encrypted Na with Kab and another nonce Nb (message 3).

Upon receiving them, A decrypts the credential to get Kab and verifies its freshness

by checking the presence of Na . A also authenticates B by decrypting the encrypted

part with Kab and comparing the result with Na . If they match, A encrypts Nb with

Kab and sends it back to B (massage 4) to prove its identity to B.
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3.2,1 Informal Analysis

In the protocol, A verifies the identity of B by checking whether the peer princi-

pal is able to encrypt nonce Na with session key Kab . This verification is based upon

two beliefs of A. The first one is that on the request of authentication (message 1),

S will issue a credential containing Na and Kab and encrypted with Kba for principal

B (message 2). The second belief of A is that only S and B share master key A'ts ,

so no other principal except B is able to send the encrypted Na with Kab (message

3). Therefore, the protocol prevents against impersonation of B by the assumptions

of the correct behavior of the authentication server and of the secrecy of master

keys. Furthermore, since nonce JV„ is used only for the current session, replay of old

messages issued by either S or B will be detected.

On the other side, B verifies the identity of A by the use of uncertified session

keys. When B receives message 2, B has no way to tell whether the message is either

a replay or an impersonation attempt initiated by a malicious principal C. B only

presumes that some principal who claims to be A wants to authenticate each other

with itself for the current session. To verify message 2 is authentic and fresh, B

needs to use (and temporarily believe) the uncertified session key Kab to encrypt Na

and also sends its own nonce Ni, in the clear. If A returns message 4 as expected, B

believes in the authenticity and freshness of A'at . If message 2 is only a replay (either

copy-and-replay or suppress-and-play), A will detect it and thus will not respond with

a normal message 4 (instead, A probably sends back an error message to inform B

that a replay is possibly occurring), so B knows Kab is not fresh. If principal C wants
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to impersonate A and initiates an authentication process, it is incapable of producing

message 4 since Kab is intelligible to C. Therefore, B can verify its temporal belief

as to the authenticity and freshness of message 2 by a nonce challenge/response

exchange with A. Note that B authenticates A based upon the beliefs similar to

those on which A bases to authenticate B.

3.3 A Formal Protocol Analysis Using BAN Logic

We now analyze the proposed protocol with BAN Logic. To describe the protocol

formally, each message of the protocol is converted to an idealized form recommended

by BAN Logic:

Message 2 S -» B : {Na,A
Ihb B} Ka„{Na,A

,hb B}
r<bt

Message 3 B -> A : {Na,A*& B}K^{Na ,A
,Ub B}Km

Message 4 A -> B : {N^A^ B}Km

The first message is omitted since it is in the clear and thus provides no guarantee

about the properties of the protocol. The result is as if S acted spontaneously.

Message 2 expresses the fact that both credentials from .5 contain nonce JV„ and

session key Kab to be shared between A and B (which is represented by A h
<A

b
B). The

first component of message 3 indicates that B faithfully forwards the first component

of message 2 to A, and the second component means that B temporarily trusts Kab ,

and uses it to encrypt Na to imply to A that it would like to share A'ot with A upon

subsequent verification. The last message indicates that A has verified the freshness

of A'a4 , and responds to B's challenge by encrypting Nb with Kab .



The initial assumptions of the protocol in BAN Logic notation are:

Key l.A^A'h'S

2.B ^B h
*if S

3.5 |= A 1* S

4.5 |ee B ** S

5.5 |= A "& B

Server U^(5|^AA B)

2.B |= (5 (=* A& B)

Freshness l.A^$(Na )

3.B ^ iJ(A £ B)

The first four assumptions in the Key group specify the initial beliefs (the symbol

^ stands for "believes") about the secrecy of master keys between the principals

and the authentication server. The fifth denotes that session key Kab can only be

generated by S. The next group (Server) indicates the trusts that A and B have

on the server to generate a good session key (the symbol |=> means "has jurisdiction

over"). The last group of assumptions is about the freshness (represented by the

symbol J) of nonces and keys. The first two indicate that each principal can issue a

nonce and trusts only the nonce issued by that principal. The last one is needed by
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B for attempting to use a uncertified key. As pointed out in the BAN Logic paper

about the Needham-Schroeder protocol [13], the last assumption is not as obvious as

others initially, but can be verified later by the protocol itself.

The formal proof of the protocol using the postulates of BAN Logic is presented

as follow. First, A sends S a cleartext message containing a nonce. S then sends

message 2 to B, that is:

B o {Na , A *hb B}K„, {JV„, A & B} A „,

where < means "sees". B can decrypt the second component of this message with

A*t s . Applying the message-meaning rule to it, we can deduce:

BI=S fv(A
A4b

fl),

where |~ means "once said". With the application of the nonce- verification rule to

the above assertion and the assumption B ^ \(A <-* B), we obtain:

B |= S |= A <tf B

With the jurisdiction rule, we immediately get:

B £ A 'hb B

B, temporarily trusting Kab ,
generates message 3 and sends it to A, thus:

A < {Na , A 'h" B} Aa„ {Na , A "h- B}Kai

A can decrypt the first component encrypted with Kas . Since S knows Na to be

fresh, we can apply the message-meaning rule, leading to:

A fs S (-v (A^f B)

Applying the nonce-verification and jurisdiction rules in a way similar to the above

described, we obtain:
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A (s A +# B

After getting Kab , A uses it to decrypt the second component of message 3 and checks

the presence of Na , Therefore, the message-meaning rule applies:

/tMh(-4» B)

With the nonce-jurisdiction rule, we can obtain:

A Js B |= A +# B

Then A replies B with message 4. B deduces from the message that A believes in

the session key. With an analysis similar to the one applied to the second component

of message 3, we can get:

B |sA je'A * B

In conclusion, the final beliefs of both principals achieved by this protocol are:

A^A^B B^/\'hb B

A^B^A'&B B£A\EEA'hb B

which are exactly the formalized goals of authentication for all authentication proto-

cols as recommended by the authors of BAN Logic. It should be noticed that these

goals can be achieved with only four messages.

3.4 Countering Session Key Compromises

Like the original Needham-Schroeder protocol [62], the final beliefs of our pro-

tocol are reached assuming that B accepts the session key as new upon receiving it,

though the assumption can be verified as the protocol proceeds. Not surprisingly, our

protocol is also vulnerable to the session key compromise attack as pointed out by
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Denning and Sacco [21] in regard to the original Needham-Schroeder protocol. That

is, if an intruder C compromised an old session key and copied messages 2 and 4 of

the protocol run in which the session key was used, C can pretend to B as it were

A. B is incapable, by the protocol itself, of knowing whether a session key has been

compromised or not. Note that message 4 of the protocol only verifies to B whether

the session key is a replay or the result of an impersonation attempt, if the key is not

compromised.

This possible attack can be prevented by including timestamps in messages as

suggested by Denning and Sacco [21], a suggestion which requires clock synchroniza-

tion of all the machines, however. Alternatively, the solution proposed by Needham

and Schroeder [63] for their original protocol requires B to generate its own nonce

initially and S to include this nonce in the message containing the session key. This

unfortunately leads to at least two more messages in a protocol run. The following

text describes an enhancement of our proposed protocol to counter this impersonation

attack, requiring neither time synchronization nor additional messages.

Without taking consideration of the robustness of cryptographic algorithms and

the possibility of brute-force cryptanalysis, session keys are easier to compromise than

master keys because of operational reasons. Session keys are used over a relatively

longer time period and are usually stored in (probably insecure) local memory or reg-

isters for efficient encryption and decryption for the entire communication session.

In general, attacks on session keys can be prevented effectively by raising the quality

of session keys (e.g. using longer keys) or improving the protocol itself to reduce the
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vulnerability resulting from insecure local memory and communication links. The

strategy we take is to have 5 issue another key A"( , along with Kab , to the principals

in the protocol. Kt is used just for the current authentication session and is discarded

immediately after authentication. The improved protocol becomes:

Message 1 A ^ S : A,B,Na

Message 2 S -> B : {A, B, Na , Kab , K,}K„, {A, B, Na , Kab J\ t } Kbi

Message 3 B -» A : {A,B,Na , Kab , #<}*„,, {Na ,Kab } Kl , Nb

Message 4 A -> B : {Nb ,I\ ab } Kl

A'( is issued by S and included in both credentials of message 2. It is used by B to

encrypt Na and Kab to tell A that B temporarily trusts both keys Kab and K t
. A

verifies B's temporal trusts on these keys by checking the presence of Na within the

first credential in message 3, and sends back to B the encrypted Nb and Kab with

key A'( . After A', is used by A for encrypting message 4, it is removed right away

from the local memory of A's machine. After message 4 is received and verified, B

also immediately removes A'( from its local memory.

The use of Kt is exclusively for authentication only. A new Kt is generated

by the authentication server S for each initial mutual authentication. An intruder

may have compromised Kab and may replay old authentication messages, but will

fail to impersonate A in a run of this improved protocol, since the intruder is unable

to encrypt message 4 with the new K%. Kt is much more difficult to break than

Kab because it is used by (and meaningful to) A and B only for a very brief period.
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Another advantage of this improved protocol is that the same A'a t can be used for

multiple sessions, since each session initiation is checked by a different K
t

.

3.5 Repeated Authentication

Heavily utilized authentication servers may become a performance and security

bottleneck in the system. If a system operates in a relatively benign environment and

the session keys distributed possess pretty good quality, it is possible to reduce the

workload of authentication servers and the corresponding communication overhead

by repeating the use of a previous session key for subsequent authentication sessions.

Protocols for repeated authentication usually distribute some credentials (which are

often called tickets and will be referred to as session-key certificates in this paper)

to principals during an initial authentication session. In a subsequent authentication

session, a session-key certificate is used to convey securely a session key distributed

earlier to the principal who can recognize that certificate, without the need to contact

the authentication server again. In the following section, we show how our protocol

can be extended to deal with repeated authentication, in a more secure and symmet-

rical way than the KSL and Neuman-Stubblebine protocols.

3-5.1 Initial Authentication: Getting Session-kev Certificates

Messages 3 and 4 in the initial authentication protocol are extended further to

include session-key certificates for repeated authentication.
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Message 1 A -> S : A, B, Na

Message 2 S -> B : {A, B, Na , Kah Ki}K„, {A, B, Na, Kab) Kt } Kbt

Message 3 B -* A : {A,B, N„ Kal> , Kt}K„, {Na , K*}Kn Nt, {A, B, T6 , Kab } Kb ,

Message 4 A -* B : {Nb , K„ t }Kt ,

{A,B,Ta,Kab } Ka ,

In message 3, B also sends A a session-key certificate which contains the identities

of both A and B, session key Kab , and a generalized timestamp Tb , suggested by the

KSL protocol. It is encrypted with the master key of B. After checking the validity

of message 3, A also returns B with a session-key certificate which contains similar

information but is encrypted with j4's own master key. Since a session-key certificate

is encrypted with the master key of its issuer, it is only recognizable to the issuer.

The purpose of a generalized timestamp is to limit the validity of a certificate, cor-

responding to the local time of the issuer. Therefore, the assumption of global clock

synchronization is not required by using timestamps this way.

3.5.2 Subsequent Authentication: Exchanging the Certificates

After the initial authentication, A and B hold session-key certificates for each

other. When the communication session between A and B following the initial au-

thentication is completed, Kab is removed from the local memory of both principals'

machines. Since the session key does not need to be kept in the memory of principal
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A's machine after an initial communication session as in the KSL and Neuman-

Stubblebine protocols, this method of protecting session keys is more secure than

those protocols. It also distributes the risk of compromising all the session keys of

A at the same time if A is communicating with multiple peer principals, since each

session-key certificate of A is held by a distinct principal. When A wants to repeat

an authentication with B next time, A initiates a protocol as follows:

Message 1' A -> B : {A,B,

T

b , Kai }Kt.,N'a

Message 2' B - A : {A,B,T„K^U^iKU^Nl

Message 3' A -* B : {JVf.JVJ}^

A sends the session-key certificate previously issued by B and nonce N'a in message

1'. After verifying that the certificate is still fresh, B temporarily trusts session key

A'„;, and uses it to encrypt N^. B then sends back the matching session-key certificate

issued earlier by A, the encrypted N'a , and a new nonce Nj, (message 2'). The last

message shows that A has already trusted Kab and verified the identity of B. Upon

receiving it, B verifies its trust on A"„(, and the identity of A.

The subsequent authentication protocol is actually similar in both spirit and

style to the initial authentication protocol. The difference between them is that

in the former two principals exchanges session-key certificates originally generated

by each other, and in the latter A initiates 5 to generate a session key for both

principals and requires B to forward the session key to itself. It should be noticed that

possession of a session-key certificate only means holding some key information for
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another principal. It does not provide any authentication guarantee. The capability

of recognizing (decrypting) the certificate and then encrypting a nonce with the

session key is still needed to verify the identity of a principal. Note also that even in

the initial authentication protocol B sends a session-key certificate to A (message 3)

prior to verifying the session key, B will not accept the session-key certificate from

A as valid if the nonce response from A is different from the one expected.

In addition to protecting the session keys more securely, another advantage of

our repeated authentication protocol over the KSL and Neuman-Stubblebine proto-

cols is that either A or B can initiate a subsequent authentication. The subsequent

authentication protocol initiated by B is symmetrical to the one shown above. Both

the KSL and Neuman-Stubblebine protocols presume the role of A as a client and the

role of B as a server in an initial authentication. Their roles do not change during

subsequent authentications. However, our protocol does not assume the role of any

principal, rendering more flexibility as to who can initiate a subsequent authentica-

tion. In modern client-server type distributed systems, principal B, being a server of

client A in the current communication session, could be a client of A as a server in

the next session. For these reasons, our authentication protocol is better adapted to

another distributed system paradigm, the peer-to-peer communication style.

3.5.3 Prevention of Oracle Session Attacks

Encrypting A^ in the last message of a repeated authentication provides an

association between both message 2' and 3' in the same protocol run. Its main
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purpose is to prevent the oracle session attack [10], in which an intruder starts two

separate authentication sessions with principals A and B such that it can utilize the

messages in one session to impersonate a principal successfully in the other session.

Let us demonstrate an attack scenario with a version of our repeated authenti-

cation protocol without encrypting N'a in message 3' (Figure 2):

(1) C^B: {A,B,Tb ,h\, b } Kbi ,N^

(2) B^A: {A,B,Ta,Kab }K„„{N'c } Kab ,N'b - - intercepted by C

(3) C-+A: {A,B,Tb,Kab }K^N'b

(4) A -» B : {A, B, Tb , Kab },<bt , {Ni}K^, N'a - - intercepted by C

(5) C-+B: {N'
b } Kab

An intruder C, who has copied a session-key certificate {A, B,Tb , Kab}Kb . during an

initial authentication or an earlier repeated authentication session, pretends to be A

by sending B that certificate and nonce N'
c

. B thinks that this authentication request

was from A and responds with /l's session-key certificate {A, B, Ta , Kab }h a ,, nonce

response {N'a }^ab , and a new nonce N'
b

. All are intercepted by C. Then C pretends to

be B by sending A (the oracle) the certificate and nonce N'
b
that it just obtained from

B. A also thinks that this authentication request was from B and responds with B\

session-key certificate {A,B,Tb , Kab }Kb,,
nonce response {N

b}Kab , and a new nonce

N'a . This message again is intercepted by C . C thus can impersonate A successfully

by just passing the nonce response {N'
b } Kab to B. Although Kab is not compromised,
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Figure 3.2. An oracle session attack by an intruder C

A\ privileges still could be abused by C by just replaying some encrypted messages

(also encrypted with A'a j intercepted in an earlier communication session).

This type of attack can succeed if there is no explicit association between mes-

sages 2' and 3'. With N'
a
encrypted in both messages, it is ensured that message 3'

obtained by B belongs to the same protocol run as message 2' it has sent. This tech-

nique is a realization of the suggestion by some authentication protocol researchers

[2, 23] that messages in a particular protocol run should be logically linked in a manner

such that the re-use of messages from a previous run or the introduction of messages

from a concurrent run can be detected.

3.5.4 Timestamp and Logical Analysis

In distinction from the initial authentication protocol, a principal running the

protocol for subsequent authentication checks the freshness of a session key by using

the generalized timestamp associated with it. However, even with a generalized

timestamp, a principal still cannot tell whether or not the sending of a session-key

certificate by the peer principal is a replay or an impersonation attempt, if the lifetime
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of the certificate has not ended yet. Using generalized timestamps this way actually

does not guarantee message freshness as effectively as provided by nonce challenges.

A principal still needs to verify that an authentication message is fresh by a nonce

handshaking with the communicating peer.

The generalized timestamp that represents the lifetime of a session-key is solely

determined by the issuer of the certificate. This autonomy may result in a pair of

related certificates with very different lifetimes. This timestamp discrepancy prob-

lem can be solved easily by including some timestamp information in the second

component (encrypted with Kt ) of message 3 in the initial authentication protocol.

When the receiver principal obtains this information, that receiver can refer to it for

determining the timestamp parameters of the session-key certificate to be issued in

message 4. Because no full negotiation between both principals about the timestamps

is performed (actually not a necessity) and it is meaningless for a principal to issue

a certificate which lives longer than that issued by the peer principal, this way tends

to make the certificate issued by the principal sending message 4 expire earlier.

The repeated authentication protocol can be analyzed by using BAN Logic in a

way very similar to the analysis for the initial authentication protocol, and the four

formalized goals of authentication can also be achieved.

3J> Inter-domain Authentication and Key Distribution

The authentication protocol we have proposed is an intra-domain protocol,

in that there exists a centralized authentication server trusted by all principals in

one administrative domain. However, inter-domain authentication is required by
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many network applications which need communications across administrative do-

mains [25, 26, 69]. It is reasonable to assume that all the domains and the trust

relationships among them form a hierarchical tree structure, just like the real world

management structure, and the master key of each principal is confidential only to

the principal itself and the authentication server in the domain to which the prin-

cipal belongs. Any authentication request message from a principal A to another

principal B in a different domain needs to go up from A along the domain structure

tree to their common ancestor node and then go down to B. Inter-domain authen-

tication deserves more careful thought because of the emerging popularity of many

inter-network applications such as electronic commerce on World Wide Web . Prior

to extending the protocol to deal with inter-domain authentication, some important

design principles which differentiate inter-domain authentication from intra-domain

authentication are listed below.

• The message complexity and encryption overhead should be reduced as much

as possible because more system facilities (multiple authentication servers and

gateways) are involved in an inter-domain authentication.

• Because of the hierarchical characteristic of the domain structure, the workload

of an authentication server at a higher level in the hierarchy will be greater since

each pair of principals in different sub-domains need its service directly or indi-

rectly to achieve authentication and key distribution. To reduce the possibility

that a high-level authentication server becomes a performance bottleneck, re-

peated authentication should be used whenever possible.
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• The use of timestamps, although effective in reducing the message complexity,

should be avoided in an inter-domain authentication, since the assumption of

proper clock synchronization among multiple machines is much more difficult

to guarantee if the machines reside in different administrative domains.

• Inter-domain authentication should be transparent to local principals. That is,

the mechanisms designed for inter-domain authentication should not interfere

with the original intra-domain authentication mechanisms at local machines.

If this transparency property can be maintained, any addition or modification

of features for inter-domain authentication has an impact only upon authenti-

cation servers. Because the modules for intra-domain authentication at local

machines are not affected, original security properties of the intra-domain pro-

tocol could be preserved.

3.6.1 Protocol Extension

The proposed protocol can be extended naturally to an version for inter-domain

authentication. For simplicity, we only describe how the protocol is extended to a

two-level one here. An extension of the protocol to a general multi-level version can

be designed similarly. In the following, it is assumed that principal A and principal

B belong to Domain 1 and Domain 2, respectively. SY is the authentication server

in Domain 1 and S2 in Domain 2. SH is a high-level authentication server which is

trusted by and share a master key with either Sx or 5'
2 .
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Figure 3.3. Two-level inter-domain authentication

Message 1 L A -> St : A, B, Na

Message lH Si~> SH : 5,, S2 , Nt

Message 1„ SH -* S2 : {Si,S», Nt , A12 , ffrtk,», {St,S2 , NU K12 , #*}*„

Message 3H S2 -*Si : {SU S2 , Nu A'12 , Kth }iclh ,
{Nu A, 2 }/V ,„, N2

Message 4„ 5, -» S2 : {iV2 , A12 } A-„,, {A, B, Na , Kab , A„} Aal ,
{A, B, A^, A'a6 , A„} Al2

Message : B: {A,B, Na , Kab , K„}km , { A, B, Na , Kab , K lt },<b

Message ZL B -> A : {A, B, N„ Kab , K«}K.} ,
{Na , Kab } K ,r Nb

Message 4L A -» B : {Nb , K„ b } Kll

The protocol consists of two levels, one for the authentication between Si and 52

(messages 1// to 4//) and the other for the authentication between A and B (mes-

sages 1/, to 4x,). After 5'i receives the authentication request from A, it checks if

B is in its own domain. If not, St initiates an authentication process with S2 , via
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their commonly trusted server 5//, in a way similar to the intra-domain authentica-

tion protocol. The main difference between this server-level authentication and the

original principal-level authentication is that in message 4//, 5j not only responds

S2 's challenge but also sends two credentials. The first one is destined to A and thus

encrypted with A's master key A'„i, and the second one is for B but encrypted with

the session key 7\'i 2 , used between Si and S3, Sj then decrypts the second credential

after receiving it, and gets to know that credential is for a principal B in its own

domain, and thus encrypts it with fl's master key A'm. Both credentials are sent to

/?, and A and B execute the protocol just like the intra-domain authentication case.

We would like to contrast this extended protocol with the design principles listed

earlier. Since one extra message must be required for forwarding the authentication

request from Si to S2 no matter what authentication protocol is used, actually only

three more messages are needed to achieve an authentication between two principals

in different domains. If the session key used between authentication servers has good

quality, and many pairs of principals in their domains want to authenticate mutually

during a relatively short period, only one server-level authentication process needs

to be performed for the first pair of principals. Therefore, the overhead caused by

the inter-domain authentication can be amortized among many sessions. With this

strategy, the server-authentication part of the protocol can be further enhanced such

that Si and 52 exchange some information to determine when they need to run

a full handshaked authentication next time. Because timestamps are not used at

all in an inter-domain authentication, synchronization of machine clocks is still not
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Figure 3.4. Repeated inter-domain authentication

needed. Moreover, the protocol is absolutely transparent to local principals since A

and B do not even know a server-level authentication has ever been activated for

their authentication session. So any modification to the inter-domain authentication

mechanisms at authentication servers will not have an effect on the authentication

software within local machines.

3.6.2 Using Repeated Authentication

As we have argued, repeated authentication should be used whenever possible

for inter-domain authentication, to reduce the computation workload and commu-

nication overhead of high level servers. If we assume Sx and S2 have obtained each

other's session-key certificates (ft is not included in the extended protocol above,

but can be accommodated easily.) during their initial authentication, they can run

a repeated authentication protocol when any pair of principals in two domains (not

necessarily A and B) want to authenticate mutually next time, as follows.
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Message \ L A -» 5, : A, B, iV

Message 1„ 5, - 5j : {Si,St,T», Ku}Km ,M{

Message 2„ Sj - S, : {5,, S2 , 7\, A'uJa',,, {A/J}*„,JVJ

Message 3„ 5, -. S2 : {#{, ^} Al2 ,
{A, B, AT., A'at , Ku}k„ ,

{A, B, iV , Aai , A!( }a 12

Message 2L 52 -» B : {A, B, tfa , A„ t , A',,}*,,, {A, B,JVa , A„ 6 , Kt,} Kb2

Message 3L B ^ A : {A,B,NaJ<abJ<„} Kal ,{Na , Kab } K„,Nb

Message 4L A ^ B : {Nb , Ka b}i<„

Again, the message which needs to be taken special care of is message 3/r, in which

the second credential must be decrypted with A']2 and then encrypted with 6'(,2 before

being sent to principal B. Using repeated authentication this way results in only two

extra messages in one authentication session. In fact, these extra messages can even

be saved if the level of using repeated authentication is lowered to the authentication

between A and B. That is, both principals exchange their session-key certificates

during an initial authentication which must go through the authentication servers,

and run an repeated authentication between themselves without bothering the servers

again. In summary, repeated authentication can be switched on and off autonomously

at any level, depending upon the security environment and the quality of session

keys.



CHAPTER 4

MODELING OF COMPLEX SECURITY POLICIES

4,1 Motivation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, many computer applications in the business and

commercial world need complex security policies which are difficult to enforce by

using a mandatory multilevel security model because their enforcement must violate

the basic properties of the mathematical structure upon which the model is based.

Nor can these policies be modeled by a discretionary security model like the HRU ac-

cess control matrix since the access characteristics of these applications demand some

degree of mandatory control. Moreover, different types of complex security require-

ments may exist in an organization at the same time. To incorporate these security

requirements, security administrators are often forced to resort to less graceful and

complicated methods to satisfy each requirement individually. Thus, the difficulty of

maintaining a secure computing environment satisfying all specific security require-

ments is increased considerably. Therefore, there is a definite need for a uniform and

powerful security model to enforce all these complex security policies for which both

mandatory multilevel security and discretionary access control are inadequate.

An effective access control model based on boolean expressions of classified cat-

egories is proposed and implemented for this purpose [43]. In the following sections,

46
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we first systematically categorize multilevel exceptions, and show many security poli-

cies required by commercial applications are actually examples of these multilevel

exceptions. The model is described first in an informal way and then defined for-

mally. The power of this model is demonstrated by its capability of expressing a

rich set of access patterns from subjects to objects elegantly and uniformly. We also

prove that all security policies which can be enforced by a conventional multilevel

security model is only a subset of all the security policies that can be enforced by this

new model. Furthermore, it is elaborated how this model can be employed to enforce

all multilevel exceptions and other complex security policies. Finally, a distributed

implementation of the model on a client/server architecture with remote procedure

call as the communication mechanism is described.

4.2 Categorization of Multilevel Exceptions

Since a multilevel security model is built on a lattice of security classes, infor-

mation flow (as a result of a read or write operation from a subject to an object) can

occur between two different classes according to the direction as permitted by the

dominance relation used to construct the lattice [19, 20, 45]. in other words, informa-

tion can flow from a class A to another class B only if A dominates or is dominated

by B, as regulated by the access control rule of the model. Information cannot flow

between A and B if there exists no domination relation between two classes. Multi-

level exceptions are the information flows which violate the properties implied by the

domination relation of a lattice. Unfortunately, many commercial applications can

be found to require these multilevel exceptions, as elaborated as follows.
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4,2.1 Multilevel Information Flow Exceptions

Information flow in a lattice-based model is transitive, i.e., if information is

allowed to flow from class A to class B (which means either a subject in class A

can write information into an object in class B or a subject in class B can read

information from an object in class A), and from B to class C, then it is allowed to

flow from A to C directly. However, some applications do exist where this transitive

property is not desired. If the symbol "—" is defined to represent the allowable

direction of information flow between a pair of security classes and "/*" to represent

the prohibited direction of flow, then transitivity exception is formalized as A —• B

and B -> C, but A /> C.

Another exception of multilevel information flow which is also often desired

by some applications is aggregation exception [56, 57]. In a lattice-based model, if

A —> C and B —» C, then the aggregate of information from .4 and B, represented

by A U B, should be allowed to flow to C. An aggregation exception is a violation

of this property, which is formalized as A — C and B —» C, but A\J B /* C. In

practice, this exception can be interpreted as after C sinks information from either

A of S, it can not sink any information from the other class.

The dual problem of aggregation exception is separation exception. The most

notable application is separation of duty, one of the most important ingredients in

security policies and models concerning data integrity [6, 15, 46, 60, 72], It specifies

that information cannot flow from a single class, either A or B, to another class C,

but only the aggregate of information from A and B, represented by AUB can. This
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can be interpreted more practically as once information transfers from either A or

B to C, the other must also transfer information to C . The information flowed to

C from the first entity will not be valid or meaningful until information flow from

the second entity happens. This requirement cannot be satisfied by a lattice-based

model alone, and is formalized as A U B —* C, but A /* C and B /» C.

It should be noticed that these exceptions are not direct violations of the dom-

inance relation used to construct the lattice. Instead, they place more constraints

on the flow of information among different classes than permitted by a lattice-based

multilevel model.

4.2.2 Refining the Exceptions in Access Control

Although the three exceptions described above originate from the view point of

information flow, they can be defined in terms of access control. In access control,

the most basic operations for information transfer between entities are "read" and

"write" (because other more abstract operations can be decomposed into these two

basic operations). So A —+ B means subject A writes information to object B or

subject B reads information from object A. Furthermore, when an access control

model is defined, usually the security goal of the model is explicitly specified as

either data confidentiality or data integrity. Therefore the multilevel information

flow exceptions can be classified in the scope of access control, according to how

subjects and objects interact with each other and whether the security concern is

confidentiality or integrity. A taxonomy of these classified multilevel exceptions with

subjects and objects interacting with read and write operations is shown in Figure
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Integrity

(write)

Confidentiality
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Transitivity Exception

['] SI
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Aggregation Exception
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Separation Exception

SI S2

[vi]
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Figure 4.1. A taxonomy of multilevel exceptions. The meanings of symbols: "R"

—

read, "W 11 — write, "©" — exclusive or, "*" — and.

4.1. The following discussion details each exception and justifies its significance with

a frequently-used commercial security policy.

Transitivity exception can be described in access control as a relation among

two subjects and two objects in two different ways. The first way, concerned with

data integrity (Figure 3 [i]), is that subject Si can write object Oi, 0\ can be read

by subject £2 , and S2 can write object 2 , but Si cannot write 2 directly. This

actually simulates the concept of "well-formed transactions" in the Clark/Wilson

commercial integrity policy [15]. The other way. which concerns data confidentiality

(Figure 3 [ii]). is that 0\ can be read by Si, Si can write 2 , and 2 can be read

by S2 , but Oi cannot be read by S2 directly. An example of this exception is the

data formatting software problem mentioned earlier, that is, raw data (Oi) can not
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be read by a user (S'2) directly without being converted to a specific format (O2) by

a formatting process (S\).

Aggregation exception can also be refined in terms of access control according to

whether the security concern is data integrity or data confidentiality. If data integrity

is the concern (Figure 3 [hi]), then either subject Si or subject 52 can write object

O3 initially. However, after O3 is written by Si, it cannot be written by S2 any more,

and vice versa. Any application which requires an object to be written by only one

subject, but not a specific one, falls into this category of exception. For example, in

a paperless office environment, an electronic check can be prepared by either of two

accountants, but after it is prepared, the other accountant is not allowed to access

it, to prevent malicious modification. If data confidentiality is the concern (Figure

3 [iv]), then subject S3 can read either object 0\ or object O2, but S3 can not read

the aggregate of both objects. This can be interpreted as that after S3 reads Oi,

it can not read 2 any more, and vice versa. The Chinese Wall security policy [12]

introduced in chapter 2 provides a generalized example of this exception.

Since the original concern of separation exception is data integrity, many prac-

tical examples can be found in the literature discussing integrity policies and models

[15, 46, 60, 72]. A simple one is that an employee composing a business document

and the employee who approves the document to be released must be two different

persons, in order to satisfy the principle of separation of duty. It is described (Figure

3 [v]) by a relation between two subjects Si and S2 and an object O3. After a subject
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(e.g., Si) writes O3, only the other (5'
2 ) is allowed to write that object. If data confi-

dentiality is the concern (Figure 3 [vi]), separation exception means that subject S3 is

allowed to read both objects Oi and O2 initially, but once after S3 reads one of them

(e.g., Oi), it is only allowed to read the other object (02 ). An example similar to the

one mentioned in [28] is that after a user of a dial-up commercial database system

has accessed one stage of database information subscribed, he may only access the

service charge menu before he is allowed to access the next stage of database.

It should be pointed out that, to enforce aggregation and separation exceptions,

the access privilege of a subject S to an object will be affected either by the accesses

of other subjects to or by S's earlier accesses to other objects. It is implicit that

for the security model to enforce these exceptions, it must incorporate the concept of

state with subjects and objects such that access privileges of subjects to objects will

vary in different states. In the following, a new model called BEAC [43] is proposed

to enforce these multilevel exceptions.

4.3 Boolean Expression based Access Control

An innovative access control model based on boolean expressions of classified

categories is presented here. The basic idea of the model is first described in an

informal (and more understandable) way, and its analogy with the lock-key concept

is emphasized. Then the model is formalized mathematically.

4.3.1 The Basic Model

In this Boolean Expression based Access Control (BEAC) model, all the entities

within a computing system are divided into subjects and objects, each of which has
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its own security attribute. The security attribute of a subject 5 is a set of categories,

represented by CAT(S) = {ci,c2 ,- •} where each c, is a category, specifying the

accessing characteristics of 5". Unlike those in multilevel security models, the category

sets all together used here do not constitute a lattice. A category c can be created and

assigned to S whenever it is necessary, and its exact meaning and role in accessing

an object completely depend on the security attribute of the object. The security

attribute of an object is an Access Control Expression, ACE(O), which is a boolean

expression composed of categories assembled by any operators allowed in boolean

algebra ("*" means AND, "+" means OR, and a bar over a category, e.g. c, means

negation). When S tries to access 0, the access is granted if ACE(0) is evaluated

to TRUE with CAT(S). The evaluation process of ACE(O) is described as follows:

Any category in ACE(O) has a default value of initially. Then each category c in

ACE(O) is checked to see if it is also present in CAT(S). The value of c in ACE(O)

will be converted to 1 if c 6 CAT(S). ACE(0) is then evaluated using boolean

algebra and the result can only be either TRUE or FALSE.

In the BEAC model, it is assumed that multiple access operations, not limited

to read and write, can be defined on each object (depending upon the type of the

object) and one ACE can be independently defined for each access mode. However,

only a single CAT is associated with each subject. For simplicity, we will assume

only one ACE with each object (thus one access mode only or one ACE applied to

all access modes) from now on, unless stated otherwise.
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For instance, if the CAT of a subject 5, is {a, 6, c] and /ICi? of an object

Oj is < a * c >, 5, is not allowed to access 0, since the category c in C/1X(S,)

makes AC-E(Oj) FALSE (a*c = 1 * T = 1*0 = 0). However, 5, is allowed to

access another object Ok whose ACE is < b + d + e >, since the existence of

a single 6 in ACT(Sj) makes ACE(O),) true. As another example, a subject Si

which represents an employee in the Department of Defense could have a CAT =

{North-Korea, nuclear-weapon], which implies that 5] has access to the objects

categorized as North-Korea, nuclear-weapon, or both. Another subject 52 which

works for the Department of State may have a CAT = {North-Korea, China], which

implies that the job responsibility of Sj requires that the person has the access rights

to the objects categorized as North-Korea, China, or both. Now if an object Oi

representing a secret document file has an ACE = < North-Korea > , then it can

be accessed by both ,?i and 52, because North-Korea exists in both category sets of

5i and 52. Another object whose ACE = < nuclear-weapon > can be accessed by

52 (because the default value of nuclear-weapon is 0) but cannot by S\ (since the

nuclear-weapon in 52 makes ACE(Oi) false).

The wildcard character, represented by symbol "$", is also adopted by BEAC

to represent any possible category in an ACE, except those already present in the

ACE. Note that for obvious reasons, "$" can only appear in an ACE and not in a

CAT. Utilizing the wildcard character prudently is very effective in achieving some

desired access patterns precisely. For instance, an object whose ACE = < a*b*$ >

can be accessed only by a subject whose CAT contains only a and b and nothing else
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(because any other category in the CAT will make value of $ become 1). Moreover,

the value of the wildcat character is always determined after the value-substitutions

of all other categories in an ACE.

BEAC has a great similarity with the lock-key concept used in discretionary

access control [20]. The lock-key concept is very intuitive in that a subject holding

a key fc, which can be used to open a lock lj can access the object "locked" by /,.

In the BEA C model, each category in an CAT virtually corresponds to a key, so the

CAT of a subject corresponds to a set of different keys. On the other hand, the ACE

of an object for one access mode corresponds to a "lock combination". An ACE =

< a * b > represents a complex lock which can only be opened with presence of both

keys a and 6 simultaneously. An ACE = < a + b > represents a generalized lock

which can be opened by either key a or key b. An ACE = < a > means a lock which

remains open initially but the existence of key a in the CAT of a subject will lock it.

More vividly, one ACE of an object represents a combination of locks on the door to

the room where the object is located, and a subject must have all the necessary keys

to open the door, in order to access the object in the access mode associated with

that ACE.

4.3.2 Adding States by Classifying Categories

Motivated by the fact that access privileges of subjects to objects need to be

restricted or expanded in order to enforce some complex security policies such as

aggregation and separation exceptions, the security attributes of a subject and/or

an object must be changed dynamically, as a result of access operations, yet in a
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controllable way. To facilitate this requirement, categories in the CAT of a subject

are divided into two different classes. The first class is called reusable category, which

permanently belongs to a subject once it is assigned to the subject, until a system

security administrator explicitly removes it from the CAT of the subject through

privileged commands. It is analogue to a reusable key which can be used by a subject

to open a lock (an ACE) as many times as the subject would like to. The second

class of categories is one-time category, which is dynamically assigned to a subject

when the subject needs it. As its name implies, a one-time category can be used by

a subject only once, and regardless whether it makes an ACE TRUE or FALSE, it is

deleted from the CAT of the subject after its first use. (It can be imagined that a

key is stuck on the door immediately after it is inserted into the lock hole, whether

or not it can help to open the complex lock. A common mailbox in an apartment is

one such example.) A category c is "used" only when a subject whose CAT contains

c tries to access an object in a mode whose associated ACE also contains c. In other

words, a one-time category will not be removed from the CAT of an accessing subject

if it does not appear in the ACE associated with that access mode. To differentiate

these two classes of categories, a hat put on a category in a CAT is used to indicate

a one-time category, e.g., c.

The other way of changing a subject's privilege to an object by BEAC is to

classify the categories composing the ACE of an object into two different classes.

A persistent category is a category whose value remains 1 once it is converted to

1. Contrasting with the lock-key concept, a persistent category corresponds to a
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lock which remains open once it is opened. A non-persistent category (lock), on the

other hand, needs to be value-substituted (opened) each time the ACE is evaluated.

Similarly, a c in an ACE indicates that c is a persistent category.

It should be noticed that changing an object's security attribute has a greater

effect than just changing a subject's security attribute, because the access privileges

of all other related subjects will possibly be expanded or restricted. It should be used

very carefully such that only the exact access control desired is achieved. To safeguard

this, a more conservative approach is employed. It is assumed that whenever a

new access control requirement is desired on an object, a new boolean expression is

generated just for that requirement and is then ANDed with the original ACE (so

the new generated boolean expression has no interference with the original ACE).

To enforce a state-dependent complex security policy, both classifications of

security attributes mentioned above are often required, as demonstrated subsequently.

4.3.3 Formal Definition of BEAC

The BEAC model described above is now formalized mathematically. The se-

curity attribute of any subject S is a category set C,

CAT(S) = C = {cu c2 ,--;ck }

where each category c; in C is either reusable or one-time. Thus,

C = C, U Go
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where Cr is the set of all reusable categories and C is the set of all one-time categories.

The security attribute of any object for an access mode M is a boolean function

of a category set B,

ACE(0)M = BE(B) = BE(bu b2 ,-- -,bm )

where BE represents a boolean function and each category 6; in B is is either per-

sistent or non-persistent. Thus,

B = BP U B„

where Bp is the set of all persistent categories and Bn is the set of all non-persistent

categories.

The access control rule of BEAC is:

An access of subject S with CAT(S) = C to object O with ACE(0)M = BE(B) in

mode M is

granted, if Eva(BE(B)) c = TRUE or

denied, if Eva(BE(B))c = FALSE

where Eva(BE(B))c means evaluating BE(B) with the input that, for each 6, € B,

bi;
= TRUE, if bi € C or

6, = FALSE, otherwise.

The rule for updating the security attributes of a subject and an object, as a

result of an access attempt, contains two parts:
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After the access attempt of subject S with CAT(S) = C to object with ACE(0)M =

BE(B) in mode A/,all the one-time categories of CAT(S) which have been used are

removed. Specifically,

CAT(S) = C = C - T

where T = C fl B. At the same time, all the persistent categories in B will keep

values of TRUE. That is,

ACE(0) = BE(B')

where B' contains all the elements 6,'s of B with b, = TRUE if 6; £ CD Bp .

When a subject tries to access an object in BEAC, the access control rule is

applied for the authorization decision. No matter what the authorization result is,

the security attribute updating rule is then applied to the CAT of the subject and

the ACE of the object. This series of operations (authorization —> object access

—» attribute updating) should be implemented as an atomic operation without any

interrupt permitted.

4.4 Some Discussion of the Modeling Power of BEAC

The modeling power of the BEAC model is obvious. Firstly, both authoritative

and prohibitive access control can be expressed at the same time by one mechanism.

This is more straightforward than using the set containment relation among subject's

and object's categories in conventional multilevel security models for access control

enforcement. Secondly, in addition to the same benefits above, the AND and OR

operators used in BEAC also make the expression of access control more flexible
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and elegant. Boolean expressions are believed to represent more accurately many

practical security requirements than multilevel security with levels and categories. In

fact, we will show later that the BEAC model can enforce any security policy which is

enforced by the conventional multilevel security model. Finally, the wildcard category

used to generalize access patterns sometimes or to restrict them at other times is as

powerful as using the wildcard character "*" in the shell of UNIX. The desirability of

prohibitive rights and wildcard in specifying access rights is debatable [17]. However,

the flexibility these mechanisms provide is useful for some special purposes, as shown

later.

It's now demonstrated that a rich set of static access control among subjects

to an object can be provided by the use of boolean expressions. Suppose that in a

system, there exist three subjects Si, Sj, and S3 with {a}, {6}, and {a, 6}, respec-

tively, as their CAT\ (e.g., Si and 52 are two different employees, and 53 is their

manager), and one object called O (e.g., a business document). Since each subject is

either allowed or denied access to O, the total number of all possible access patterns

of these three subjects to O is eight. By specifying ACE(O) appropriately, it can be

shown (Figure 4) that any of these eight access patterns can be precisely enforced by

the BEAC model.
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Subject Category Set

S i 1 a)

S2
I
b)

Si 1 a, b
|

ACE of S i S2 S3

<a> X X

<b> X X

<a + b> X X X

<a* b> X

< a> X

<"b> X

< a + b> X X

< a * b >

Figure 4.2. The eight access patterns of three subjects and their enforcement. An
"X" in the entry means that subject 5, can access object with the corresponding

ACE.

4.5 Relationship to Multilevel Security

In this section the relationship, in terms of modeling power 1
, between conven-

tional multilevel security models and the BEAC model is discussed. Theoretically, a

multilevel security model with solely non-hierarchical categories is powerful enough

to enforce any security policy which is enforced by a multilevel model with only hi-

erarchical levels. This can be easily proved by mapping the lattice of security levels

into another lattice consisting of only security categories in such a way that whenever

a level L, is directly dominated by another level Lj, Li and Lj are mapped to two

category sets Cj and Cj, respectively, such that C, C Cj. (The easiest way to achieve

this mapping is to add a new category to C; to form Cj).

'The power of a model is defined as its capability of enforcing security policies. Model A is more
powerful than model B if all the security policies which B can enforce is a proper subset of the

security policies that A can enforce.
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After showing that non-categories categories are more powerful than hierarchical

levels in enforcing security policies, we further claim that the BEAC model has at

least the same power in policy enforcement as the multilevel security model with

categories, that is, the former can enforce any security policy that the latter can

enforce.

Theorem 1 Any security policy which can be enforced by a lattice-based multilevel

security model with only categories can also be enforced by the BEAC model.

Proof:

Suppose that a security policy is to be enforced in a system comprising subjects

and objects by multilevel security with only categories, and data confidentiality is

the main security concern, then a subject has read access to an object only when

the category set of the subject contains that of the object, and a subject has write

access to an object only when the category set of the subject is contained by that

of the object. We will show how to transfer the security attributes of subjects and

objects in this multilevel model to the security attributes used by the BEAC model

such that the same security policy can still be enforced.

To enforce the security policy by the BEAC model, all the subjects still keep

exactly the same category set as they had as above, but the ACEs of each object

need to be defined according to its original category set. Since there are two access

modes (read and write) allowed on each object in multilevel security, two ACEs are

required for each object. If the original category set of an object O is {c\ , c2 ,
• • •, c,},

then its ACEioi read access will be defined as < c t * c2 * • • • * c; >, since in order to
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read O, a subject must have each one of CjjCj, ••,<% in its category set. The ACE of

Ok for write access will be denned as < (c, + c2 + • • + c,) * $ >, since to write O, a

subject may have only a subset of {cj,C2,- -,e;} in its category set but contains no

other categories.

Defining the ACEs for both read and write operations of each object in this

way, security policies for all objects are exactly preserved as enforced by the original

multilevel model with categories. Therefore, it is claimed that the BEAC model is

at least as powerful as multilevel security with categories. o

Because of the transitivity property of security models' power in policy enforce-

ment, the BEAC model can also enforce any security policy enforced by the multilevel

security model with hierarchical levels. However, the categories used in the BEAC

model has a more similar meanings as the categories in multilevel security, thus in

practice BEAC can be used in parallel with the conventional multilevel model with

only levels. That is, the security attribute of each subject and object can contain a

security level in addition to a CAT and ACEs, respectively Access to an object is

allowed when both the level comparison test and the boolean evaluation test pass.

In effect, it can be further shown that the BEAC model possesses a greater

power in enforcing security policies than a multilevel security model with categories,

as explained by the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2 There exist security policies which can be enforced by the BEAC model

but cannot by a multilevel security model with categories.
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Proof:

The theorem can be easily proved by providing an example of such a security

policy. Suppose a system contains two subjects, Si and 52, and two objects Oi and

0-2, and a security policy is to be enforced such that all the allowable and disallowed

accesses to objects by subjects are shown in Figure 2. Both subjects can write

information to both objects, but only Si can read information from 0\ and only S2

can read information from O2. An application which might need this policy is that

S\ acts as a processing filter for Oi such that any information written to 0\ must be

read and processed by S\ before it can be written to other objects again. 52 plays

the same role to 2 . Another application is that Oi is the mailbox of Si and 2

is the mailbox of S2 . Any subject may send messages to any mailbox but only the

owner of a mailbox can read information from it.

First, we show how this security policy can be enforced by the BEAC model.

Si and S2 are assigned category sets {a} and {6}, respectively. Oi can be written

by both S\ and 5a but can be read only by Si, thus ACE(Oi)\v = < a + b > and

ACE(Oi)n = < a*b>. 2 can be written by both Si and S2 but can be read only

by Si, thus ACE{02 )w = <a + b> and ACE(02 ) R = <a*b>.

Then let us try to enforce Figure 2 by multilevel security with a security class

containing only categories. Since Si can both read and write 0\, class(Si) =

class(Oi). Similarly, since S2 can both read and write 2 , class(S2 ) = class(0 2 ).

Moreover, since S2 can write but cannot read Oi, the category set of Oi must prop-

erly contain the category set of S2 (again, assume data confidentiality is the security
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Figure 4.3. An access control policy which can be enforced by the BEAC model but

cannot by a multilevel security model with categories.

concern), i.e., class(Oi) D elass{Si), which implies class(Si) D class(S2)- However,

with the same reasoning, the category set of O-i must properly contain the category

set of Si, i.e., class(02) Z> class(Si), which implies class(S2) 3 class(S\), that con-

tradicts the previous implication. Therefore, this security policy cannot be possibly

enforced by a multilevel security model with categories. o

As an observation from the proof above, it is concluded that any security policy

whose allowable information flow graph contains a cycle consisting of read and write

edges among more than two system entities (e.g., Oi —> Si — O2 —» S2 —> Oi in

Figure 2), cannot be enforced by a lattice-based access control model.

1.(1 Knforcemcnt of Complex Security Policies with BEAC

4.6.1 Enforcing Multilevel Exceptions

In Section 4.2, multilevel information flow exceptions are categorized in terms

of access control and justified by the security requirements of different applications.
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It is now shown that how these exceptions can be enforced by the BEAC model. For

clarity, all the security policies mentioned in this section use the following conventions:

• Si! 52, S3, : each represents a subject.

• O], 02,03,- •
: each represents an object.

• CAT(Si) : the category set of subject S;.

• ACE(Oj)m : the access control expression of object Oj for access mode M.

• A, B, C, : each represents a set of categories.

• p,q,r, • : each represents a reusable category in the CAT of a subject or a

non-persistent category in the ACE of an object.

• p,q,t, : each represents a one-time category in the CAT of a subject or a

persistent category in the ACE of an object.

• E,F,G,' • •
: each represents a boolean expression.

Implementations of the six multilevel exceptions defined in Figure 4-1 are shown

as follows:

[i] transitivity exception - integrity

Initially, the security attributes of subjects and objects are assumed to be:

CAT(S t ) = {A},

ACE(Oi)w =< Ei >,
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ACE(0 1 ) R =<E2 >,

CAT(S2 ) = {B},

ACE(0 2 )w =<F>,

where category set A makes E\ TRUE, and category set B makes both E2 and F

TRUE. If the access patterns are regulated with a lattice-based multilevel security

model, S\ should be allowed to directly write 2 , according to the transitivity prop-

erty. In order to preserve this property in the BEAC model, A will also make F

TRUE. However, if an exception to this property is desired, attributes of subjects and

objects can be changed as the following:

CAT(Si) m {A,p},

ACE(O x )w =< E, *p>,

ACE(O x ) R =<E2 *q >,

CAT{S2) = {B,q},

ACE(02 )w =< F*q>,

where p and q are different categories and do not appear in any of A, B, E\, E2 , or

F. Modifying the security attributes of these subjects and objects in this way, the

original allowable access patterns among them are still maintained except the write

access of Sj to 2 . Since q does not exist in CAT(Si), Si will not be able to write

2 directly any more.
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[ii] transitivity exception - confidentiality

Similar to the previous case, we assume the original security attributes of subjects

and objects as:

ACE{01 )B =<E>,

CAT(Si) = {A},

ACE(02 )w =< F, >,

ACE(02 ) R =< E2 >,

CAT(S2 ) = {B},

where A makes both E and Fi TRUE, and B makes F2 TRUE. If the access patterns

are regulated with a lattice-based multilevel security model, 52 should be allowed

to directly read 0\, according to the transitivity property. In order to preserve this

property in the BEAC model, B will also make E TRUE. However, if an exception

to this property is desired, the security attributes of subjects and objects can be

changed as the following:

ACE(Oi)r=<E*p>,

CATfr) = {A, P},

ACE(02 )w =<Fi *p>,

ACE(02 ) R =<F2 *q>,

CAT(S2 ) = {B,q},

where categories p and q do not occur in any of A, £?, E\, E2 , or F. Now the original

allowable access patterns among them are still maintained except the read access of
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^2 to Oi, because CATfSj) cannot make AC E(02)\v TRUE now.

[iii] aggregation exception - integrity

The original security attributes of subjects and objects are assumed to be:

CAT(Si) = {A},

CAT(S2 )
= {£},

ACE(03 )w =< E >,

where A and B are two category sets which both make E TRUE (note that A and

B are not necessarily distinct). If an aggregation exception is desired to be enforced

between 5'i and 52 to O3, their security attributes can be changed as the following:

CAT(Si) = {A,p},

CAT{S2 ) = {B,q},

ACE(03 )w =<E*(p + q)>,

where both p and q are newly created. Since persistent categories p and q are comple-

mented in the new ACE, they actually simulate a lock which is open to any subject

unless the subject has both keys p and q. (So changing the ACE of O3 this way

will not affect the access privileges of other subjects.) Initially, O3 can be written

by either Si or Sj because a single p or q still can make ACE(03 )w TRUE. After

Si, for example, writes O3, the value of p in ACE(03)w will remain 1, which makes

the ACE equivalent to < E * q >. When 52 then tries to write O3, the ACE will

be evaluated FALSE due to the category q in CAT(S-i), so its access attempt will be
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denied. (However, 5i is still allowed to access O3)

[iv] aggregation exception - confidentiality

The original security attributes of subjects and objects are assumed to be:

ACE{0%)r =< E >,

ACE(02)r=<F>,

CAT(S3 ) = {A],

where A is a category set which makes both E and F TRUE (note that E and F are

not necessarily distinct). To enforce an aggregation exception between Oj and 2 for

their read accesses to S3 , their security attributes can be changed as the following:

ACE(0 1 ) R =<E*(p + r) >,

ACE(02 )R =<F*(p + r)>,

CAT(S3 )
= {A,p,r},

where p is a new category just created, and appears as a one-time category in

CAT(S3) and as a persistent category in the ACEs of both objects. The category

r is also brand new and the purpose of complementing it in the ACEs of 0\ and

Oi is to remove the effects on other unrelated subjects' privileges resulting from the

enforcement of an aggregation exception between both objects for S3. Any other

subject which originally has access to Oj or 2 can still access it, since r does not

exist in its category set. However, 7' is added to CAT(Ss) so that the r in either

ACE(0\)r or ACE(0?)f{ does not open any door to S3. Initially, S3 can read either

0\ or O2. After .S'3 read Oj, for example, the value of p in ACE(0\)r remains 1,
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which actually makes the ACE change back to < E >. On the other hand, ;} is

deleted from ACE(O^) after its first use, so now CAT(S3) = {A,r}, which makes 53

unable to read O-i (but stile able to read 0\ ) .

[v] separation exception - integrity

The original security attributes of subjects and objects and their properties are as-

sumed to be the same as the those assumed in case [iii] (aggregation exception -

integrity). If a separation exception is to be enforced between S\ and 5'
2 for the write

access to O3, their security attributes will be changed to:

CAT(Si) = {A,p,r},

CAT(St) = {B,p,r},

ACE{03 )w =< E*(p* r + f) >,

where both p and r are just created on demand. The new category r in the ACE of

O3 is again used to invalidate the effect of changing ACE(O^) for enforcing exception

upon the access privileges of other unrelated subjects to O3. Both S\ and Si also

need r to make the first term (p * r) TRUE when they access O3 at the first time.

The one-time category p in both CAT(S\) and CAT(S2) makes each of them only

have write access to O3 once (the key to open the lock will be lost after its first use).

Initially, O3 can be written by either subject, but once it is written by one subject it

can only be written by the other.



[vi] separation exception - confidentiality

The original security attributes of subjects and objects and their properties are as-

sumed to be the same as the those assumed in case [iv] (aggregation exception -

confidentiality). If a separation exception is to be enforced between 0\ and 2 for

S3 's read accesses, their security attributes will be changed to:

ACE(Oi)R =<E*(p + ¥) >,

ACE(02 ) R =<F*(q + f)>,

CAT(S3) = {A,p,q,r},

where p, q and r are all new. Category r is utilized for the same purpose as above.

Initially, 53 can read either 0\ (with p) or 2 (with q). After S3 read 0\, for example,

it will lose p and make itself unable to read 0\ again since category p is non-persistent

in ACE(Oi)r. Therefore, 53 can then be only allowed to read 2 .

From the implementations of aggregation and separation exceptions, we know

that the access privileges of other unrelated subjects to the same objects involved in

an exception enforcement can be made unaffected by adding a complemented cate-

gory (f) to the ACEs of objects and a non-complemented category (r) to the CATs

of subjects involved in exception enforcement. If the subjects which originally have

accesses to the objects are all involved in the exception enforcement, this technique

(of using r) does not have to be considered in modifying their security attributes.

For the enforcement of transitivity exceptions, this technique was not considered,
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however, can be similarly adopted if necessary.

4,6.2 Specifying a Sequence of Accesses

After elucidating how multilevel exceptions can be enforced effectively by the

BEAC model, we now demonstrate another advantage of this model, namely, its

ability to assign a sequence of accesses to an object by a number of subjects. For

simplicity, the effect of modifying the ACE of an object upon access privileges of

other unrelated subjects is not considered.

Consider the simplest case in which two subjects S\ and 52 can access (in some

mode) an object O3. Their initial security attributes are assumed as:

CAT(Si) = {A},

CAT(S2 ) = {B},

ACE(03 )M =< E >,

where A and B are two category sets which each makes E TRUE and the subscript

M of ACE(03 ) represents the access mode for which we desire to order Si and S2 .

If we desire to give preference to Si such that Si must access 3 first before S2 can

access it, their security attributes can be changed to:

CAT(Si) = {A,p},

CAT(S2 ) = {B,q],

ACE(03 )M -< E*(p + p*q)>,

where new categories p and q do not appear in any of A, B, or E. In ACE(03 )M ,

a new boolean expression is ANDed with E such that only Si can access 3 at first.
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After Si's access, the ACE of 3 actually becomes < E * (p + q) >, which disables

Si's access to 3 again because p is removed from CjiT(Si). and makes 3 accessible

only to S2 . This idea is in fact very straightforward if we conceive it with the lock-key

concept. The access right of Sj to 3 depends on a complex lock (p * q) which must

be opened partly by S\ first. Because the lock (p) opened by Si is persistent, S2 does

not need a key ;) when it accesses 3 (actually it cannot have one, otherwise it can

access 3 before Si).

The idea can be generalized to specify an access sequence to an object O4 among

three subjects Si, S2 , and S3. Again, their original security attributes are assumed

as:

CAT(Si) = {A},

CAT(S2 )
= {B},

CAT(S3 )
= {C},

ACE(04 )M =< E >,

where A, B, and C all make E TRUE. If we desire to specify an access ordering as

5'i
—> Sj —> S3, their security attributes can be changed to:

CAT{St) = {A,p},

CAT(S2 ) = {B,q],

CAT(S3 ) = {C,r},

ACE(04 )M =< E * (p + p * q + q * r) >,

where new categories p, q, and r do not appear in any of A, B, C, or E. It can be

easily verified that at first only 5i is allowed to access 4 . After 5j's access, the ACE
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Figure 4.4. A complex security policy requiring both an access ordering and an

aggregation exception for integrity.

of 4 becomes < E*(p + q + q*r) >, which allows only S2 to access 4 . Then, after

52 's access, the ACE of 4 becomes < E*(p+ q+r) >, which only allows the access

to O4 by 53.

Apparently, the idea used in these two examples can be generalized to order the

accesses to an object by an arbitrary number of subjects.

4.6.3 Combination of Enforcement Techniques

Some complex security policies may require both exception and ordering. The

following shows an example of the BEAC model using these techniques combined.

Again, the effect of modifying the ACE of an object upon access privileges of other

unrelated subjects is not considered but could be eliminated using the technique

mentioned earlier. Assume there is a business application whose security requirement

demands both an access ordering and an aggregation exception, as shown in Figure

4.4.
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An object 5 needs to be written by 5j first, and then written by either 52 or

S3 but not both, and finally written by 54 . Assume their original security attributes

are:

CAT(S\) = {A},

CAT(S2 )
= {B,},

CAT(S3 ) = {B2 },

CAT(S4 ) = {C},

ACE(Of)w =< E >,

where A, B\, B2 , and C all make E TRUE. To enforce the security policy, we need to

use both the technique of specifying an access sequence among 5j, [S2 + S3] (to treat

them as one entity), and St and the technique of achieving an aggregation exception

for data integrity between 52 and 53. Therefore, the security attributes become:

CAT(S,) = {A,p\,

CAT(St) = {Bi,4,i},

CAT(S3 )
= {B2 ,q,i},

CAT(S4 ) = {C,f},

ACE(05 )M =< E*{p + p*q*(s + i) + q*r) >,

where new categories p, q, r, s, and t do not appear in any of A, B4 , B2l C, or

E. Initially only 5i can write O5, and after S% writes, ACE(Os)m =< E * (p +

q * (s + t) + (/ * r) >, which only allows either 52 or 53 to write O5. If 52 writes,

ACE{Os)m =< E*{p + q*t + r) >, then only S4 can write 5 . If 53 writes,

ACE(05)m =< E * (p + q * s + r) > , and still only S4 can write 5 .



j.7 Implementation of BEAC

In order to demonstrate the practicability of BEAC, the model has been imple-

mented as a client-server access control system. A centralized access control server

approach is assumed such that the security attributes of all entities including CATs

and passwords of subjects and ACEs of objects are managed by an access control

server module and only the users playing the roles of system security administrators

are allowed to access the files storing these security attributes (which means only the

administrators can specify the security policy, a mandatory access control flavor).

The client module is a C program providing an interface to let a user (subject)

communicate with the access control server to try to obtain access to an object.

When a user runs a client program, a simple password-checking mechanism (without

encryption) is first used to authenticate the user before any access attempt from a

user can be initiated. If the authentication is valid, the user then specifies the name of

the object that the user would like to access in a request to the access control server,

and gets back a response indicating the authorization decision. Although multiple

client processes can run simultaneously, for safety and reliability, currently the server

is programmed to handle a single client at a time.

The access control server is just a software implementation of BEAC with C

language. It accepts two kinds of requests from a client process, one for authentica-

tion of users, and the other for authorization of object accesses. Therefore, it only

responds with a yes/no answer to any request from the client. The access control
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rule for evaluating the ACE of an object using the CAT of a subject and the at-

tribute updating rule for modifying the security attributes after an access trial are

both implemented within this module.

To avoid the burden of manipulating low-level communication primitives (e.g.,

socket), communications between a client and the server are achieved using Sun's

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and eXternal Data Representation (XDR). XDR is a

standard way of encoding data in a portable fashion between different systems and

thus can be used to define the interfaces of all remote procedure calls in BEAC.

The Sun's RPC compiler, RPCGEN, is used to take the files specified with XDR

to generate the source code of a client stub and a server stub, in which low-level

procedure call functions are offered. To make executable server and client modules,

the client stub and the server stub are compiled and linked with the object code of a

server program and a client program, respectively. When both modules are run, the

client can call a procedure remotely existed in the server just like a local procedure

call. All communication details are handled by the underlying RPC system.

In practical distributed systems, a client should make an access request to an

object server in order to access an object, and the object server consults the access

control server where all security information are centralized to see if the access should

be allowed or denied. Therefore, there will be two recursive remote procedure calls

involved in one access. Since the current goal of implementing BEAC is to show

that the model is implementable and has practical values, only a simplified system is

adopted.



CHAPTER 5

ACCESS CONTROL WITH EXTENDED CAPABILITIES

5.1 Motivation

Most existing capability-based systems only enforce static access control policies.

When an object server receives a capability from a subject for accessing an object

under its management, it simply verifies the validity of the capability, and if the ca-

pability has never been subject to tampering, the subject is granted the access rights

placed on the capability. However, as seen in the previous chapters, many complex

security policies are state-dependent. That is, an access authorization often depends

not only on the subject's access history and but also on the object's history of being

accessed. This type of dynamic access control policies is difficult to enforce using the

conventional ticket-type capability schemes, without resorting to additional access

control mechanisms. The concept of access control lists certainly could be utilized

for the enforcement of complex security policies due to its centralized feature. Yet,

using centralized access control lists excessively apparently loses the advantages of

using capabilities in distributed systems. Accordingly, an extension of the capability

system to handle complex and diversified security requirements is justified.

This chapter proposes an extended capability system [44], which provides addi-

tional functions to enforce many complex access control requirements. The innovative

7!)
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idea is to place complicated and tedious access control information on the extended

capabilities distributed to subjects and to keep only simple and regulated capability

processing rules and relatively little access information about objects at the object

servers. After the basics of an extended capability are introduced in the next sec-

tion, three practical policies are used to demonstrate how complex access meditation

can be achieved by this new capability system in section 3. Moreover, some capa-

bility management issues which include propagation, revocation, and distribution of

extended capabilities are elaborated in section 4.

5.2 Extended Capability

This section introduces the format of an extended capability and how it is gen-

erated. Prior to that, the system environment that the extended capabilities are to

be used is first described.

5.2.1 System Environment

An object-oriented system model is assumed. Each object in the system is

encapsulated and managed by an object server. A request to access an object is

serviced by its object server which actually performs the access operation on behalf

of the accessing subject. Each access request is authorized by an extended capability

associated with the object, presented by the subject. The object server is responsible

for all the processing regarding extended capabilities including generation, distribu-

tion, verification, and revocation of capabilities. The object server is assumed to be a

part of the trusted computing base (TCB), which guarantees that the server cannot

be bypassed for any access attempt and always work as desired in executing access
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subject rights lifetime ACI check

subject - The "id" and "type" of the subject who owns the capability

rights - Access rights with bit pattern depending on the type of the object

lifetime - The time when the capability expires

ACI - Access control information sepcified by the access control server

check - Bitfield for protecting the capability from forgery

Figure 5.1. The format of an E-cap

operations. For brevity, an extended capability described below will be named an

E-cap.

5.2.2 Format of an E-cap

The format of an E-cap and the meanings of all the fields contained are shown in

Figure 1. Like an identity-based capability, an E-cap can only be used by the subject

specified in the capability. Thus, if a suitable authentication mechanism is employed

for authorization in the system, a malicious subject cannot gain access to an object

with a stolen E-cap. The subject field is further divided into two subfields, the id

and type of the subject. The rights field of an E-cap determines the access privileges

that the subject possesses to an object, and its interpretation depends upon the type

of the object. An E-cap also has a lifetime field which tells when the capability

will expire, based on the local clock of the object server. An ACI field is included

in an E-cap, to store important access control information by an object server. It

provides the primary information for enforcing complex security policies. This field

also has different meanings for different types of objects and different policies, and
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is only recognizable to the object server. The last field of an E-cap, check, is used to

protect the capability from forgery or tampering, and the determination of its value

is discussed immediately below.

5.2.3 Generation of an E-cap

Each object in an E-cap capability system is associated with a unique secret

number, called seed, known only to the object server managing the object. The

main purpose of the seed number is to prevent capability forgery and to facilitate

full capability revocation. The secrecy of the seed number is crucial to a capability

system, and therefore must be fully protected by the object server.

An E-cap is created upon the request of a subject to an object server, which then

consults the access control server, also a trusted component in the system, where all

access control information are stored in some pre-determined way. The access control

server first determines the values of all fields except the check in the E-cap, according

to the security policy to be enforced. These values are then passed to the object

server which computes the check field to complete the construction of the E-cap. The

check field is computed by using a publicly known one-way function as follows:

check = /{subject, seed, rights, lifetime, AC I)

It is actually a signature of the object server on an E-cap before it is issued to a

subject, and this field will be examined each time the E-cap is presented to the server

later.
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The principle of separating policy and mechanism is thus achieved by having

an access control server which also provides user interface for specifying security

policies in addition to translating policies into the fields of E-cap's. On the other

hand, an object server acts only as a mechanism for access enforcement according

the information placed on the capabilities. The access control server needs to be

consulted only once before any accesses.

Before other problems about the management of E-cap's are discussed, we first

elaborate how an E-cap system can be used to mediate accesses from subjects to

objects, beyond the traditional ticket-like scheme.

5.3 Access Mediation with an E-Cap System

When an E-cap is presented to an object server along with a request to access

an object, the server first needs to check whether the E-cap has ever been tampered

by recomputing the check field. Only the subject which presents an E-cap owned

by itself, with a correct check field will "possibly" gain access rights shown on the

capability. Then the object server utilizes the information stored in the ACT field to

determine whether the access attempt should be allowed or denied. We now show

several ways to utilize this field to enforce frequently required access control policies.

5.3.1 Strongly Typed Systems

In a strongly typed system, every subject and object has a type associated with

it and its type cannot be changed discretionally. The type of a subject usually rep-

resents the role or class of the subject, and each type often implies a different set of

access privileges. The type of an object expresses the category of the information
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One E-cap for all the subjects of the same type

The access patterns of many applications may have the property that all the

subjects of one type share the same set of access rights to an object. For example,

all the faculty in a department have "read" and "write" rights to the department's

"Technical-Report-List" file, but all the students have only a "read" right to that

file. Since the subject field of an E-cap contains a type subfield, we can use it to

generalize an E-cap such that all the subjects in one type can use the same E-cap to

access the object. When such a capability is created, the id part in subject is set all

O's and the type of those subjects is specified. The A CI field is configured to indicate

that this E-cap is a typed one, thus an access request will be allowed as long as the

accessing subject belongs to the type and the access operation needs only the rights,

both specified in the E-cap.

A typed E-cap has storage advantage since it can be shared by all the subjects

of the same type, thus the need of memory space for storing one capability for each

subject is diminished. Alternatively, it can be freely copied from one subject to the

other subjects of the same type, so the workload of generating capabilities for all

the subjects, especially when the number of subjects in that type is large, at the

access control server, can be significantly reduced. To support such a typed E-cap,

the authentication service needs to ensure that an object server get the correct type

of an accessing subject, a requirement easily achievable by just including the type
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information of a subject in the authentication message.

One E-cap for all the objects of the same type

Similarly, in a strongly typed system there exist applications requiring that

a subject has the same access rights to all the objects of the same type. For ex-

ample, a professor may have "execute" rights for all the executable files of the

"Student-Project" type, and a student has "read" rights for all the files of type

"Project-Assignment". To make things easier in such cases, we wish that a subject

could use only one capability to access all the objects in the same type. In order to

achieve this, the seed number associated with an object is augmented to contain two

seed numbers, one for the object itself (called idseed) and the other for the type of

the object (called type-seed). The idseed is still unique to each object, yet all the

objects of the same type share the same type.seed. When an E-cap is created, it is

the typeseed that is used in computing the check field with the one-way function,

and the A CI field is configured to indicate such a capability preparation. Later, when

this E-cap is presented to an object server, the subject can use it to access any object

in the same type with the rights specified in the capability. This technique not only

reduces the computation overhead of generating one capability for each object in

the same type by the object server, but also saves memory space required to store

capabilities by subjects.
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5.3.2 Implementation of N-time Tickets

Some applications may require that a group of subjects can only access a par-

ticular object for a certain number of times. That is, each subject in the group has a

pre-determined number of times to access an object and will not be able to access the

object after all of its allowed accesses are performed. A special case of this policy is a

one-time ticket, by which each subject in a group can only access an object only once.

It is apparent that many activities in the real world need this feature. Therefore, we

first show how such an access control requirement can be enforced by an E-cap system.

Implementing one-time tickets

Implementing a one-time ticket for each subject in a group can be achieved by

using a salient feature of prime numbers, which has been employed to reduce the

overhead of manipulating access control lists [58]. Assume the group consists of k

subjects, represented as Si,5'2 ,- •, Sit, and each of them will be given an E-cap that

can be used only once to access an object 0. This can be fulfilled by storing a unique

prime pi in the A CI field of the capability given to Si, and storing a number prod(O),

which is the product of all primes (i.e., prod(O) = p\ p2 p*), with 0. When an

Si attempts to access with its E-cap, the number prod(O) will be divided by p;. If

it is divisible, the access request of 5, will be granted and the resulting quotient will

become the new prod(O). If not, the access request of 5, will be denied and nothing

changes. Due to the property of primes, prod(O) can be divisible by each p; only

once, which exactly renders a one-time access of to each S;.
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After all S.-'s have accessed 0, prod(0) becomes 1. If desired, prod(O) can be

reset to the initial product number, also as advised by some processing rule in the

object server, thus making each one-time E-cap usable one more time. Another ad-

vantage of this scheme is its flexibility, in that a new subject St+i can be added to

the group at any time, as long as it is given an E-cap with the ACI containing a

unique prime p^+i and the current prod(O) is multiplied by Pk+i- Similarly, a sub-

ject Si can also be removed from the group at any time, by just dividing prod(O) by p,.

Extension to n-time tickets

The technique of implementing one-time tickets for a group of subjects to access

an object can be extended to a more general case, n-time tickets. That is, each subject

S; is allowed to access for n,- times, 1 < i < k, where each n; is not necessarily the

same. For this case, each S; is still given an E-cap with a unique prime p, in its ACI,

but the prod(O) with object is computed initially as

prod(O) = p^ P? P7

The same division operation is performed when subject S; presents its E-cap to the

object server along with its access request, Because of the property of primes, prod[0)

can be divisible by p, for only ni times, which means the E-cap of S,- is valid for only

ni times of accesses. For example, a group of three subjects Si, 52, and S3 can access

object for three, one, and two times, respectively. Assume pi = 2, P2 = 3, pz = 5,

then initially prod(O) = p'/
1

• p?
2

p3
'3 = 2

3
3

1
5a = 600. After S3 accesses
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once, prod(O) becomes ™ = 120. After Sj accesses O twice later, prod(O) becomes

^ = 30, which leaves each Si only one time of access. In addition to possessing

the same advantage as for one-time tickets, this more general scheme is even more

powerful and flexible in that it allows the object server, according to the requirements

of applications, to dynamically increase or decrease the number of times a subject

can access an object at any time, by appropriately adjusting the value of prod(O).

To implement the n-time tickets for object O, the object server needs to be

equipped with some capability processing rules and mechanisms (e.g., generating

prime numbers, dividing prod(O) by p,), but only a prod(O) and a index indicating

the largest prime used up to now need to be kept for the object.

5.3.3 Enforcing Access Sequences

Many business applications have the security requirement that a set of related

subjects need to access an object in a specific sequence with probably different access

rights. The E-cap system can also support such a requirement with additional func-

tions added to the object server. The idea is to give each subject a different E-cap

such that a capability can be used to access the object only if each subject strictly

follows the pre-determined access sequence. Instead of elaborating how this scheme

works generally, an example is used to demonstrate the idea.

Generating capabilities

Let's assume that an object needs to be accessed by three subjects with

different access rights, in a sequence as Si —> £3 — S3. When this access control
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policy is specified through the access control service, an access sequence number

(ASN) is assigned to this particular policy. When the object server of O generates

capabilities for this policy, this ASN mil be stored in the A CI field of the E-cap given

to each subject. In addition to the one-way function used to compute the check field

in an E-cap, another one-way function is used by the object server to simulate the

change of the seed number of for a specific access sequence. These two one-way

functions are distinct since their input parameters are different.

1. fchecki)' is the original one-way function to compute the check field, in order

to prevent capability forgery.

2. fsttmO"- is used to obtain a new sfera number from the ASN and from either

the seed or the current stem number of 0.

To generate an E-cap C\ for Si, a number called stemi is first obtained by

fstem (seed,ASN) = stem l

After all direct information are put into Ci, the check field is computed based on

stemy.

fcheck(Si,stemi,rightsj,lifetimei,ACIi) = cheeky

Then, to generate an E-cap C2 for St, a number called siem 2 is obtained from the

stevrt\ and ASN as

fstemistenii, ASN) = stem?
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and the check field of C? is determined based on this new stem number by

fcheckiSi, sterrij, rights2, lifetimes, ACIj) = check?

Finally, the check field of C3 for 5'3 is determined by the following computations

fatcm(stem-i, ASN) = stem3

frfieck{S3,stem3,rights3, lifetime^, AC I3) = check3

Notice that all the C;'s contain the same ASN in their AC1 fields.

Access restriction

When S\ presents its C\ for accessing O, the object server of O will first extract

the ASN from its ACI field to compute sterr%\. Then the same check field verifica-

tion procedure is performed with the replacement of the seed number by stemi in

verification. Since only Ci will contain a correct check field, only Si is allowed to

access O. All other C,'s will not be verified as valid ones at this time, since their

check fields are computed based upon different stem numbers. After the access of

Si, stem? is computed using /„/,„/,.() from stenii and ASN, and becomes the seed

number in the next verification of the check field. Similarly, stem3 will be computed

to replace stem? and play the same role after the access of S?.

It is quite obvious that each subject must follow the specified sequence in order

to access O, because each C; will not be treated as a valid one if it is not used at
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the right time. The number siem,- is utilized as a virtual seed number of for this

particular access sequence. This number is modified immediately after the access of

Si, to make C, just used invalid, and to make the object server only accept C,+i,

which allows no subjects but 5,+ i to access next.

Some applications may require that an access sequence repeat after the access of

the last subject in the sequence. For example, a daily routine task needs a group of

users to access a file in a fixed order everyday. This can be accomplished by storing

additional information in the ACI field of the E-cap of the last subject, to advise the

object server to remove the current stem number after all accesses in a sequence are

finished.

Elimination of storing the stem number

The scheme for enforcing an access sequence described above is also storage

efficient since only one stem number needs to be stored for each policy, and more

favorably, it will not be produced until the access of the first subject in the sequence.

Indeed, even the necessity of storing this number can be released at the cost of addi-

tional computation at each access. The access order of each subject in the sequence

can also be specified in the ACI field of its E-cap. Thus, each stem number is gener-

ated from the seed number and the order information in the E-cap. With the example

used above, stem 2 can be generated by calling }chtck{) twice when C2 is presented by

52 .
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5.4 Capability Management

It has been demonstrated that an E-cap system is capable of enforcing a number

of complex access control policies with an extensive use of the ACI field in the E-cap.

We now discuss how capabilities can be propagated, revoked, and distributed in an

E-cap system.

5.4.1 Propagation of Capabilities

Capability propagation is a mechanism to support granting of access rights from

one subject to the other. Since the E-cap system is identity-based, a subject Si who

wants to transfer its rights to another subject 52 needs to explicitly make a request

to the object server, along with its own E-cap, C\.

Although it is the security policy that determines whether or not a subject can

transfer his rights to another one, the object server can be configured to propagate C2

to Si only when S\ is the owner of the object (which can be indicated by a "owner"

right), when a "transfer" right bit on C\ is on, or after the object server checks the

access control server to see if this right transfer complies with the security policy.

All these alternatives can be specified in the ACI field when an E-cap is generated

initially, and thus the object server can refer to this information from the E-cap to

take appropriate actions when a propagation request is made later.

The propagation tree suggested in the ICAP architecture [30] can also be incor-

porated in our E-cap system, yet in a distributed way. Whenever Ci is propagated

to 52, the id of S\ , the subject which invokes the propagation, can be embedded in

the A CI field of Cj to record from where it is inherited. A propagation tree can thus
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be built to keep track of all capability propagations, and the whole tree is actually

distributed among the subjects in the system. When there is a need to know how ac-

cess rights were propagated, we can upward trace the propagation tree by requesting

each subject in the tracing path to present its capability in order to find its ancestor.

In a general case in which only the owner of an object can transfer access rights, the

depth of the tree is just two.

Some typed E-cap capabilities can be freely duplicated by a subject and trans-

ferred to other subjects of the same type, which results in a reduction of the workload

for generating capabilities by the object server.

5.4.2 Revocation of Capabilities

Revocation of capabilities is always a difficult problem in a capability-based

system. This problem becomes more troublesome in distributed systems, since all

capabilities are distributed among the autonomous subjects for which there exists

no centralized authority. While four metrics about the implementation of capability

revocation have been discussed in [75], a selective (only selective capabilities are re-

voked) and partial (only partial rights in a capability are revoked) revocation scheme

is often desired by many applications.

When capabilities are manipulated in the user space, they cannot be revoked

simply by modifying them with the mechanisms in the system space like the back-

pointers implemented in Multics [66]. Besides utilizing an expire field to make a

capability invalid after a pre-determined time period, there are two general revo-

cation methods including changing the seed number associated with an object or
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maintaining a revocation list suggested by Gong [30]. Changing the seed invalidates

all the capabilities generated based on this seed, and thus cannot support a selective

revocation. With revoked capabilities stored in a revocation list associated with an

object, on every access, both the revocation list and the validity of the capability

are checked in parallel. In order to avoid the inefficiency caused by searching a long

revocation list, a count field can be associated with an object to determine how many

capabilities have been issued for the object [73]. When the size of the revocation list

becomes a significant fraction of the count, the object server just performs a perma-

nent revocation by changing the seed of the object. However, re-issuing capabilities

to subjects based on the new seed requires the object server to keep track of the

propagation of all the capabilities, which may not be practical as well.

In the E-cap system, some capabilities are revoked on purpose in order to enforce

a security policy, by changing a virtual seed number associated with the security

policy (as in the case of enforcing an access sequence) or using the information in

the ACI field (as in the case of implementing n-time tickets). Revocation of all the

capabilities associated with a particular security policy can also be implemented by

maintaining a policy revocation list with an object. So when a security policy is not

to be enforced any more, all the E-cap's generated for that policy (they should have

the same policy number in their ACI field) can be made useless by putting the policy

number in that revocation list. Part of our future work will be concentrating on how

to use the ACI field more effectively to support efficient and selective revocation in

an E-cap system.
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5. 1.3 Distribution of Capabilities

There are generally two methodologies of how capabilities are distributed to

subjects for enforcing the security policy. The first one, adopted or implied by most

capability systems [4, 5, 30, 47, 46, 73], is to generate capabilities on demand. That

is, a capability is not generated or distributed to a subject until it is needed. As

a result, the object server often need to checks the access control server (usually

after an object access) to determine the suitable time at which what capabilities

should be generated and distributed to whom. The apparent disadvantage of this

method is inefficiency in that too frequent checking with the access control server

not only violates the original purpose of using capabilities, but very possibly makes

the centralized access control server a network and performance bottleneck when the

object servers are numerous.

The second methodology, also the one used in our E-cap system, is to generate

as many capabilities at a time as possible. When a security policy is to be enforced

among some subjects, the object server obtains all the necessary information from

the access control server to build all the capabilities at a time, and distributes them

to the subjects before any actual access operation commences. Although the rela-

tions among the capabilities may become more complex (thus the cost of generating

capabilities would be a little higher), the overhead of contacting with the access con-

trol server subsequently can be diminished considerably. As shown previously, the

object server also needs to possess mechanisms to process capabilities and to keep

simple access control information for objects, which are usually kept by the access
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control server in other capability systems. Certainly, there exists some very complex

security policies which can hardly be enforced by simply generating all capabilities

at a time without consulting the access control server again. However, the strate-

gies of distributing access control information on capabilities earlier and of sharing

access enforcement responsibilities with object servers are believed to be effective in

balancing storage overhead and enhancing the overall performance of a distributed

system.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Security has become one of the most important research topics in distributed

systems, and more in-depth exploration and investigation into different aspects of

computer and network security are needed. In this dissertation work, significant

research results have been shown by either enhancing the performance (efficiency) or

increasing the power (effectiveness) of the authentication and authorization services

and mechanisms. Conclusions of these works and possible future tasks are discussed

individually on each research area.

6.1 Authentication and Key Distribution

A new nonce-based authentication protocol which makes use of uncertified keys

to reduce its message complexity is proposed. The protocol is formally shown to

achieve the authentication goals recommended by BAN. The number of messages

required is four for the initial authentication and three for each subsequent repeated

authentication, both known to be the minimum of all authentication protocols found

in the literature. The protocol can be improved to become more robust against

impersonation attacks in later authentications even when session keys are compro-

mised. That improvement is achieved by using an additional one-time key without
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increasing the number of messages during initial authentication. The protocol is ex-

tended further to support repeated authentication. The use of symmetrical storing of

session-key certificates is more secure and adaptive to the peer-to-peer communica-

tion paradigm in distributed systems. A natural extension of the protocol to a version

for inter-domain authentication is also accomplished without the need to modify the

authentication mechanisms at local machines. Autonomous determination of using

repeated authentication at each level makes the authentication service more flexible

and adaptive to the system environment.

Recently, authentication protocol researchers are concentrating on how to ef-

fectively use one-way data integrity operations, instead of bulk encryption and de-

cryption operations , for authentication and key distribution, in order to reduce the

communication overhead (because the length of authentication messages can be re-

duced greatly by using a one-way function) and to enhance the performance (since

the computation with one-way function is more efficient than encryption and decryp-

tion). The authentication protocols proposed in this dissertation can be also explored

and modified to accommodate the use of one-way integrity function. In addition, be-

cause of the great popularity of commercial applications on World-Wide Web and the

relatively low bandwidth of the Internet, the idea of using uncertified keys to reduce

message complexity can be applied to different security applications.

6.2 Modeling of Complex Security Policies

An innovative access control model called BEACts proposed to provide a system-

atic mechanism of modeling human-defined complex security policies by adequately
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assigning security attributes to subjects and objects and employing a simple access

control rule for each access authorization. Using boolean expressions to achieve exact

access patterns from subjects to objects is more precise in reflecting the security needs

of practical applications, since in the real world, the relationships among subjects for

accessing objects often can be expressed appropriately by the language of boolean al-

gebra. Furthermore, this model is extended from a stateless model to a more powerful

version in which states are associated with subjects and objects simply by dividing

their security attributes into two classes and rendering different meanings to different

classes in access authorization. A controlled attribute updating rule is designed to

reflect the change of security attributes due to accesses. Done this way, the overhead

of implementing states on system entities can be reduced to the minimum.

As demonstrated earlier, the modeling power of the BEAC model is surprisingly

great. All security policies which can be enforced by a lattice-based multilevel security

model are only a proper subset of all the security policies that can be enforced by

BEAC. In addition, many desirable access control policies which cannot be adequately

enforced by either a conventional multilevel model or the access control matrix model,

such as multilevel exceptions and access sequence, can be effectively enforced by the

model. As a nice property, the basic techniques for the enforcement of simple policies

can be combined further to enforce more complex security policies. The model has

also been implemented as a client-server access control system using C language, with

high-level remote procedure calls as the communication mechanism between clients

and the server.
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In the near future, more modeling power of BEAC should be explored, i.e.,

more complex security policies applicable to the model should be investigated. There

exist many imminent works in the implementation of BEAC. A policy-to-mechanism

translation system can be built to facilitate specification of security policies. Thus, a

policy specification language needs to be designed and implemented to allow the user

to specify various security policies. The translation system then needs to convert

appropriately a policy into security attributes of subjects and objects. The current

realization of BEACputs all attribute management under the access control server. A

more practical implementation for distributed systems should store security attributes

of subjects under the management space of subjects.

6.3 Access Control with Extended Capabilities

An extended capability system is introduced to model complex access control

policies in distributed systems. The strategy is to augment the functions of traditional

capabilities such that security requirements need not be enforced by centralized access

control lists. In this E-cap system, tedious and complicated access control informa-

tion is translated into an ACI Held in the capability by the access control server and

distributed to the subjects by the object server. The object server is only required to

keep simple capability processing rules and well-designed enforcement mechanisms.

When a capability is presented for accessing an object, the object server makes an

authorization decision by invoking proper processing rules based on the A CI informa-

tion on the capability. It has been demonstrated that many complex security policies

can be enforced elegantly in a decentralized manner with efficiency both in time
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and storage. The methodology for distributing all capabilities for a security policy

at a time is also different from the conventional way of distributing capabilities on

demand. It is believed the former way will render performance advantage over the

latter since the communication overhead with the access control server is minimized.

Possible future works include completion of the specification of the ACI field such

that all major security policies can be encompassed and structurally represented, and

support of capability revocation more selectively and efficiently.
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